AGENDA

DISTRICT OF

OAK~ BAY

Police Board Meeting Tuesday, March 22, 2022
5:00 PM Training Room - Oak Bay Police Department

We acknowledge that the land on which we gather is the traditional territory of the Coast and Straits
Salish Peoples, specifically we recognize the Lekwungen-speaking Peoples, known today as the
Songhees and Esquimalt First Nations, and that their historic connections to these lands continue to
this day.
THIS MEETING CAN BE VIEWED ZOOM VIDEO CONFERENCE
Page
1.

CALL TO ORDER:

2.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

3.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES:
3.1

3-5
Recommendation:
That the Minutes of the February 22, 2022 Police Board Meeting be
approved as presented.
Police Board - 22 Feb 2022 - Minutes

4.

STANDING ITEMS
4.1

Strategic Plan Update

7 - 88

Public Survey Results
OBPD Survey 2022
4.2

Accountability Report - Deputy Chief Fisher

89

Recommendation:
That the Accountability Report for February 2022, be received.
Accountability Report February 2022
4.3

5.

BCAPB Update - Chair Murdoch
BCAPB Conference
BCAPB sponsorship request

91 - 93

DEPARTMENT REPORTS:
5.1

Chief Constable's Monthly Update - Chief Constable Ray Bernoties
Recommendation:
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That the Chief Constable's verbal report for March 2022 be received.
5.2

Overtime Report - Deputy Chief Fisher

95

Recommendation:
That the Overtime Report for February 2022 be received.
February OT Report
6.

COMMUNICATIONS:
6.1

97 - 105
Recommendation:
That the OBPD March newsletter be received for information.
March 2022 OBPD Newsletter

7.

8.

NEW BUSINESS:
7.1

New Issues Raised by Board Members - Chair Murdoch

7.2

Annual Report on New Major Case Investigations
2021 Annual Report Major Crime Investigations

7.3

Watson Report on Police Board Governance Training
Watson Survey - Police Board Governance Training

107

109 - 114

ADJOURNMENT:
Recommendation:
That the open portion of the Police Board meeting be adjourned and that a
closed session be convened to discuss personnel issues, which may be dealt
with in private under the Police Act.
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DIST RICT OF

OAK~ BAY
MINUTES
Oak Bay Police Board
Tuesday, February 22, 2022 @ 4:00 PM
Training Room - Oak Bay Police Department

PRESENT:

Chair Kevin Murdoch
Police Board Member Blair Littler
Police Board Member Wendy Zink

ABSENT:

Police Board Member Christine Hall

STAFF:

Ray Bernoties, Chief Constable
Mark Fisher, Deputy Chief Constable
Paula Kully, Recording Clerk

1. CALL TO ORDER:
Meeting called to order at 4:02 pm.
2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Approval of the February 22, 2022, Police Board Meeting Agenda
2022 - 15

MOVED and SECONDED
That the Agenda of the February 22, 2022, Police Board Meeting be approved as distributed.
CARRIED
3. ADOPTION OF MINUTES:
Regular Meeting - January 25, 2022
2022 - 16

MOVED and SECONDED
That the Minutes of the January 25, 2022, Police Board Meeting be approved as distributed.
CARRIED
4. STANDING ITEMS
4.1. Strategic Plan Update
Chief Bernoties provided a verbal report on the progress of the Strategic Plan that included:
• The community survey, which was approved by the Board, has been disseminated through posting on
the OBPD website, social media, and print in the Oak Bay News, with a goal of reaching approximately
500 responses.
• Results of the survey will be compiled and brought to the Board at the March meeting.
• Results will be taken to the all-staff meeting scheduled for April.
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•
•

The School Liaison (Cst. Mishrigi), the Chief and Deputy Chief have conducted a total of 22 stakeholder
interviews to date. They have gone well with positive results.
The Strategic Plan is on track with the timeline.

2022 - 17

4.2.
•
•
•

MOVED and SECONDED
That the Chief's verbal report on the Strategic Plan be received.

CARRIED
Accountability Report - Deputy Chief Fisher
One outstanding matter has been resolved through an informal meeting between the complainant, the
member involved, and the investigating Sergeant.
Another complaint was deemed inadmissible by the OPCC.
One new complaint is currently at the assessment stage.

2022 - 18

MOVED and SECONDED
That the January 2022 Accountability Report be received.

CARRIED
4.3. BCAPB Update - Chair Murdoch
Chair Murdoch reported that there was no news to report as the BCAPB did not meet this month. There will be
a presentation at a future meeting from the Human Rights Commission to talk about the work they are doing
and their submission to the Police Act.
2022 - 19

MOVED and SECONDED
That the BCAPB verbal update from Chair Murdoch be received.
CARRIED

5. DEPARTMENT REPORTS:
5.1. Chief Constable's Monthly Update - Chief Constable Ray Bernoties
• The department budget went to Council in February and no concerns were raised.
• COVID - beginning Monday, March 1, the department will follow the municipality and return to full staff
in office and in-person meetings. Only two employees from the OBPD reported contracting Omicron
outside of the office.
• The EV should arrive next week as the final part came in and are being installed.
• Protests at the Legislature - two members in the Public Safety Unit have been called in and a 3rd is
being sought as VicPD is losing 10 members. OBPD has offered to assist with traffic issues during
protests.
2022 - 20

5.2.

2022 - 21

MOVED and SECONDED
That the Chief Constable's verbal monthly report be received.
CARRIED
Overtime Report - Deputy Chief Fisher
January saw two investigations that incurred overtime and a small amount of sick time coverage.
The Special Municipal Constable position has helped with overall wellness and members are
supportive of the position.
MOVED and SECONDED
That the Deputy Chief's Overtime Report for January 2022 be received.
CARRIED
2
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6. NEW BUSINESS:
New Issues Raised by Board Members - Chair Murdoch
No new business
7. INFORMATION ITEMS:
7.1. 2021 Annual Report on Experienced Applicant Hires from Out of Province
This report is required by the province. OBPD has hired 2 experienced officers from out of province in 2021.
2022 - 22

MOVED and SECONDED
That the 2021 Annual Report on Experienced Applicant Hires from Out of Province be received.
CARRIED
7.2. Police Stops Audit 2019-2021
• Deputy Chief Fisher advised that the Police Stops Audit is a provincial requirement.
• The province implemented new street check standards in January 2021 and have requested that all
police departments provide numbers on street checks from 2019, 2020 and 2021 along with an audit
of the checks.
• When the standards came into place, the department adopted new policies that were distributed to
the entire membership.
• OBPD noted a significant decrease in police stops from 2019 to 2022. This is also the case with
Vancouver.
• Members are much clearer on documenting and recording when they do a check.

2022 - 23

MOVED and SECONDED
That the Police Stops Audit for 2019 - 2021 be received.
CARRIED

8. ADJOURNMENT:
Motion to adjourn in camera/motion to adjourn.
2022 - 24

MOVED and SECONDED
That the open portion of the Police Board meeting be adjourned at 4:43 pm and that a closed
session be convened to discuss personnel issues, which may be dealt with in private under the
Police Act.
CARRIED

_________________________________
Kevin Murdoch, Chair

_________________________________
Paula Kully, Recording Clerk

__________________________________
Date

3
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OAK BAY POLICE DEPARTMENT
STRATEGIC PLAN 2023 – 2026
COMMUNITY SURVEY RESULTS
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Q2 1. Are you a resident of Oak Bay?
Answered: 475

Skipped: 5

Yes

No
0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES
88.21%

Yes

11.79%

No
Total Respondents: 475

419
56
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Q3 2. Do you work in Oak Bay?
Answered: 461

Skipped: 19

Yes

No
0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES
Yes
No
TOTAL

RESPONSES
27.11%

125

72.89%

336
461
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Q4 3. On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being negative and 10 being positive, how
would you rate your overall impression of the Oak Bay Police?
Answered: 474

1.27%
0.63%
1.48%
1.90%

I

I
I

negative
2

3
4

5.06%

5

3.80%

6

7.81%

7
8

22.15%
15.40%
40.51%

Skipped: 6

9
positive

8.4 S
average rating
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Q5 4(a) Have you dealt with the Oak Bay Police in the last few years?
Answered: 476

Skipped: 4

Yes

No
0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES
Yes
No
TOTAL

RESPONSES
60.29%

287

39.71%

189
476
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Q6 4(b) If you answered Yes, how would you rate the experience?
(10 being the best)
Answered: 306

Skipped: 174

I
poor

I

2.94%

9

1.31%

4

3

1.63%

5

4

3.59% 11

5

2.61%

2

6
7
8
9

I

8

1.63% 5
5.23% 16
17.65% 54
13.40%

41
50.00%

excellent

153

TOTAL

306

8.5 S
average rating
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Q7 4(c) What did you like about your experience with the Oak Bay
Police Dept?
Answered: 298

Skipped: 182

See Appendix A for detailed response
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66
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Q8 4(d) What did you dislike about your experience?
Answered: 270

Skipped: 210

See Appendix B for detailed response.
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Q9 5. What do you believe the public safety/crime priorities should be for the
Oak Bay Police? (please rank the following from most important #1 to least
important and include any other items in your ranking)
Answered: 478

Skipped: 2

Road Safety
Internet Fraud
/Cyber Crime
Gang Violence
Theft
Drug Crime
Graﬃti/Property
Damage
Domestic Violence
Mental Health
Other
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
TOTAL SCORE
Road Safety 38.29% 14.00% 10.72% 10.72% 7.44% 3.94% 5.91% 5.47% 3.50%
457
6.81
175
64
49
49
34
18
27
25
16
Internet Fraud 3.07% 8.51% 9.46% 12.29% 14.18% 15.84% 18.44% 13.71% 4.49%
13
36
40
52
60
67
78
58
19
/Cyber Crime

423

4.57

Gang Violence 3.38% 3.38% 6.28% 7.49% 7.97% 8.21% 18.60% 34.78% 9.90%
14
14
26
31
33
34
77
144
41

414

3.54

22.78% 26.03% 18.22% 11.50% 10.85% 6.29% 2.39% 1.08% 0.87%
105
120
84
53
50
29
11
5
4

461

6.99

8.20% 9.37% 14.99% 13.35% 16.63% 18.27% 11.71% 5.39% 2.11%
35
40
64
57
71
78
50
23
9

427

5.38

Graffiti/Property 2.26% 11.99% 13.80% 13.12% 13.80% 16.06% 15.61% 11.09% 2.26%
10
53
61
58
61
71
69
49
10
Damage

442

4.96

12.90% 14.03% 14.93% 17.19% 13.80% 13.57% 8.60% 3.39% 1.58%
57
62
66
76
61
60
38
15
7

442

5.93

Mental Health 9.07% 13.94% 12.39% 12.83% 14.16% 12.61% 10.40% 11.95% 2.65%
41
63
56
58
64
57
47
54
12

452

5.36

5.03% 3.02% 3.69% 2.68% 1.34% 2.68% 6.04% 11.41% 64.09%
15
9
11
8
4
8
18
34
191

298

2.34

Theft
Drug Crime

Domestic
Violence

Other
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Q10 Other
Answered: 171

Skipped: 309

See Appendix C for detailed responses
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Q11 6. What areas of proactive engagement do you feel should be
priorities for police? (please rank the following from most important #1
to least important and include any other items in your ranking)
Answered: 472

Skipped: 8

Youth
Seniors
Road Safety
Mental Health
Alcohol
Drugs
Bullying
Internet Safety
Other
0

1
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2
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TOTAL SCORE
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10
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5.85
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6.80

Mental Health

12.38% 16.82% 13.79% 16.59%
53
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428

5.82
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38
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1.95%
8

411

4.66

8.53%
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2.13%
9

422

5.20

Alcohol

1.46%
6

7.54%
31

Drugs

5.69% 11.37% 14.22% 14.45% 11.61% 18.72% 13.27%
24
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Bullying

2.62%
11

7.38%
31

9.76% 12.14% 15.00% 13.33% 25.00% 13.33%
41
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56

1.43%
6
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4.55

Internet
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2.64%
11
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24

8.39%
35

8.87%
37

9.11% 10.07% 15.83% 36.21%
38
42
66
151

3.12%
13

417

3.91

Other

9.16%
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0.37%
1
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2
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2

0.73%
2
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18
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6
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Q12 Other
Answered: 131

Skipped: 349

See Appendix D for detailed responses.
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Q13 7. Do you feel adequately informed on policing and crime issues in
Oak Bay?
Answered: 471

Skipped: 9

Yes

No
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ANSWER CHOICES
Yes
No
TOTAL
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74.31%

350
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Q14 8. Where do you get information about Oak Bay policing and crimerelated issues? (please select all that apply)
Answered: 467

Skipped: 13

Oak Bay News
Victoria Times
Colonist
TV
Radio
Oak Bay Police
Twitter
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
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83.08%
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Victoria Times Colonist
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19.49%

91

Oak Bay Police Twitter
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Facebook
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Twitter
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59
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14
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Q15 Other
Answered: 149

Skipped: 331

See Appendix E for detailed responses.
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Q16 9 (a) Do you feel the Oak Bay Police Department is accountable
(fiscally responsible, trustworthy, competent)?
Answered: 449

Skipped: 31

Yes

No
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES
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Yes
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TOTAL
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Q17 9 (b) If no, or don't know, please explain:
Answered: 112

Skipped: 368

See Appendix F for detailed responses
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Q18 9 (c) Do you feel the diversity within the Oak Bay Police Department is
representative of the community?
Answered: 473

Skipped: 7

Yes

No

Don't Know
0%
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ANSWER CHOICES
Yes

RESPONSES
39.11%
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33
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TOTAL

53.91%
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Q19 If 'No' or 'Don't know', please explain:
Answered: 211

Skipped: 269

See Appendix G for detailed response
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Q20 10. Do you feel safe in Oak Bay?
Answered: 474

Skipped: 6

Yes

I
No

I
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ANSWER CHOICES
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97.05%
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TOTAL

460
14
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Q21 Please explain.
Answered: 217

Skipped: 263

See Appendix H for detailed responses
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Q22 11. Do you have any other comments regarding policing in Oak
Bay?
Answered: 252

Skipped: 228

See Appendix I for detailed responses
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APPENDIX AQ7 4(c) What did you like about your experience with the Oak Bay Police Deparment?
Detailed Responses
A year ago a driver lost control of their vehicle which ran off the road, through my fence, and into my
house. The officers who attended were calm, friendly, and respectful of everyone involved. They did a
fantastic job of managing the chaos and stayed throughout the whole process until the vehicle was
towed out of my property. Most importantly, they treated the driver with respect and compassion and
didn't jump to conclusions (it was a medical incident).
ACAB
Activemy
reaching
outwas doored on his bike, the officers took csre of the bike and were very kind when I
After
husband
went to pick it up later.
Always friendly
Always polite and helpful
Appear approachable and friendly
Approachable
approachable , friendly , supportive
Approachable, kind, friendly and reassuring
Approachable. Trustworthy. Respectful.
Available
Calm and professional
Calm, caring, provided advice for future
care and concern with diligent action.
Communication was excellent, friendly disposition of officers, informative where needed.
community focused, good listeners
Compassionate, thoughtful, community based
Competent, professional, personable.
Courteous
Courteous
Courteous, helpful, authoritative in resolving the problem
Courteous, professional and helpful
Courtesy, kindness, concern expressed regarding my issues
Didnt get a ticket. Almost did... for one missed turn signal.
Direct, understanding, patient, good sense of humor, community focused
Discretionary community policing, personal touch
earnest
Ease of calling the non emergency line
Easy access. Prompt.
Easy to speak to. Took appropriate action.
Effectively helped my aging mother when she had a mental episode in the middle of the night.
Efficient and courteous.
Efficient, knowledgeable, helping
Empathetic to the situation and made us feel a priority
Error.. No recent contact
Excellent follow
Experience
was through
their attendance at our Block Watch Annual Block Party, getting criminal record check
done for volunteering
Felt listened to
Followed up
Friendly
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APPENDIX AQ7 4(c) What did you like about your experience with the Oak Bay Police Deparment?
Detailed Responses
Friendly
Friendly
Friendly and approachable
Friendly and available.
Friendly and conscientious
Friendly and courteous and prompt
Friendly and helpful
Friendly and kind
Friendly and personable officers
Friendly and professional
Friendly and professional
Friendly and responsive to the situation.
Friendly and seemed approachable. Interactions have been while delivering kids to Willows with police
running traffic monitoring.
Friendly approach and community focused service
Friendly curb-side chat
Friendly helpful officers with great interpersonal skills.
Friendly with residents
Friendly, approachable.
Friendly, attention to detail although only a minor matter.
On the street always polite and friendly.
Friendly, easy to communicate with, heipful and a good sense of humour
Friendly, helpful and professional
Friendly, helpful, fair
friendly, knowledgeable, efficient
Friendly, knowledgeable.
Friendly, personable, helpful
Friendly, professional and better than the vicpd
Friendly, professional team. Very responsive to calls, treat the homeless kindly (Robert) and do
regular check ins on him without bias
Friendly, professional.
friendly, quickly responsive, informative
Friendly, welcoming, helpful, professional, caring and reassuring.
Friendly. Informative. Professional
friendly/efficient
friendly; helpful; supportive
Good listening skills, patient, supportive, follow-up respectful interaction
Good people, genuinely trying to help
Good re: police check re: volunteering
Good response, positive feedback and took action
Great people for the most part. Caring and some work hard.
Have had no incidences
He was polite
He was very professional
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APPENDIX AQ7 4(c) What did you like about your experience with the Oak Bay Police Deparment?
Detailed Responses
I am president of our strata and we had some kids steal a lock box from outside our property. We
have CCTV and the responding officer was great about downloading footage he wanted.
care and
individualized
my issue/concern
and I received.
I appreciated the prompt
response
as wellattention
their interactions
with my senior
mother was respectful and
much appreciated.
I come in to the department re Blockwatch for my street, turning in new applications, etc: always met
w/ friendly, informative officers/liaison (Rebecca)
I found them friendly and helpful.
I had no trouble getting a response using the non-emergency phone number.
I haven’t dealt directly with the Oak Bay police, but they seem excellent from afar.
I haven't
needintoand
deal
with OBPD,
which
tellsweek.
me they
must
bepolice
doingofficers
a good happily
job.
lead runhad
groups
through
Oak Bay
every
We've
had
pose for
photos with us, praise our "speed" through their loudspeakers, and generally be good people. It's
terrific.
I like the fact that I did not need their services.
I like the service offered to keep an eye on my house when I'm away. Maybe I'll get the opportunity to
so that again post pandemic.
I liked that they responded to my concern about a dangerous driver and then called me to follow up
after they spoke with the person.
I live next to Oak Bay and had to call police for noise complaints. I love the way they call you back
thetheir
incidence
is taken
are of. They
arehumorous,
professional
and responsive.
Iafter
loved
social media
presence.
Smart,
in touch
and no nonsense. Also strong police
the board.
Iethics
often across
in the past
found people’ Belongings around areas I live or where I walk my dog, I take them to
oak bay police station and they always answer my questions. On January 10 I experienced the worst
day of my life when my mom had a massive heart attack. Oak bay emergency personnel came and
took care of my mom and where kind to me.
I requested the Oak Bay police check my home while I was away (a service that I haven't heard of
anywhere else). My neighbors reported that they were diligent and pleasant to interact with
I was treated with respect and fairness
I went thru a red light and caused an accident. Officers were so kind and most of all concerned if we
were alright. Did their job, while being kind.
I work at OBPD and my greatest job satisfaction comes from working with co-workers who truly care
about
their
community
and the
people
serve Iand
working
in an the
extremely
community
In
all the
times
I have been
in oak
bay they
or worked
have
never seen
police, supportive
at the beach,
park,
village, or by my work at oak and fort. Having no presence isn’t actually positive. I would expect to
see police walking in oak bay at least a few times when I am in the village while I sit and have coffee,
especially to see them walking the village interacting with people, saying hi, being present to help with
community awareness and engagement.
Interaction was positive. It was a spot check by the Marina
Interested in the issue at hand and respectful.
It presents a friendly yet professional ‘face’ (eg no military style vehicles); we see them walking on the
Avenue from time to time - PR is important;
It was my stolen bike. Constable was very polite, very thorough
Kind and empathetic officer who helped a family member with a mental health crisis.
Kind and helpful
Kind and personal
Kind, calm, and friendly. They were professional, and knowledgeable during our interaction
Kind, extremely helpful and listened to the concern.
Kind, human, non-aggressive.
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APPENDIX AQ7 4(c) What did you like about your experience with the Oak Bay Police Deparment?
Detailed Responses
Kind, respectful and courteous
Kind, respectful and professional
Kind.most
Laid thinks,
back. Approachable.
Easy
to talk to.
Like
greater proactive
behaviour
needs to be encouraged, we expect reactive, but in
order to push greater transparency and public support, continue to get ahead of potential hurdles, I
support the police whole heartily, thank you!
Listened to my concerns and did follow up
Members were knowledgeable, courteous, and efficient
Most individual officers were generally respectful and helpful.
Mostly
friendly
My contact
wasand
via professional
the Property Checks program when we expected to be out of town. This is a great
service.
We
also registered
withthem
the Pak
Bay to
Police.
My experience
had a
tobike
do with
coming
my highschool to do the drug talk. They were very
honest and serious, which is precisly what students need to understand when discussing the impacts
of drug use. They also just have a very safe and reassuring presence that to me indicates they care
about my safety.
My interactions have been outside willows elementary. I like that the police are part of our community.
They
help keep
myhad
children
My security
alarm
been safe.
triggered when I was out. One police officer was at my home when I
returned. She explained the situation clearly and pleasantly, and I was able to correct the problem
with the security service.
Neutral, slightly tense
Not as military as some forces
Not judgemental
Not much
Nothing
nothing
Nothing, they stopped me for a breathalyzer after I had just finished a 10 hour shift because I used
hand sanitizer..
Nothing.
Oak Bay Police are prompt, professional, friendly and courteous.Throughout the 30+ years we have
lived here and had to (for only a few occasions) call on the OB police we have always been impressed
with their conduct. We cannot say enough good things about our Oak Bay Police. We therefore firmly
opposeare
anyvery
amalgamation
of the
the community
OB Police with
city
police force.
OBPD
connected to
and the
treat
everyone
with respect. They are extremely
approachable.
Officer was approachable and friendly - great community feel
Officer was helpful and sensitive to the situation.
Officers are always kind.
Officers are relaxed, polite, and seem not overstressed. :^)
Officers I dealt with were professional and friendly
One police officer came back to apologize for the officer who was violent in the house and said we
could put a complaint in if we wanted.
We didn’t because we knew it would be brushed under the rug
Personable asked me if I was satisfied with service.
Personable.
Personal attention
Personalized local police service that care about the community and it's citizens.
Go over and above to help.
Visible in the community which is very important for the departments PR.
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APPENDIX AQ7 4(c) What did you like about your experience with the Oak Bay Police Deparment?
Detailed Responses
Pleasant manner. Availability
Pleasant persons who are nice in dealing with persons living in this part of town
Pleasant, unrushed attitude.
Willingness to call around and deal with even small problems.
Knowing someone will check premises of vacationing owners.
Police were professional, not intimidating, friendly, and got the job done. They were quick to respond
and remained calm and resonable.
Polite
polite
Polite
Polite and prompt and as helpful as possible at all times
Polite enough.
Polite, efficient, listened well
Polite, fast response.
Polite, professional
Proactive with social media
Professional
Professional
professional and caring..,
Professional and personal
Professional and responsible
Professional people who genuinely want to help/serve our community.
Professional
personal follow-up on a complaint, meeting the people
Professional, courteous, knowledgeable, efficient, confident.
Professional, focussed
Professional, Neutral
Professional, small town feel and a strong sense of community connection that is sincere.
Professional… prompt and caring
Professionals nal
Prompt friendly courteous helpful
Prompt, efficient
Prompt, helpful, informative, supportive, kind.
Prompt, very friendly and professional.
Quick response and follow up
Quick response time
Quick Response Time!!!!
Quick response, considerate
Quick response, followed up after dealing with the call
Quick, efficient, friendly
Quick, friendly, informative
Reasonable and considerate
Reasonable officer who dealt with my issue.
Reasonable, common sense approach.
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APPENDIX AQ7 4(c) What did you like about your experience with the Oak Bay Police Deparment?
Detailed Responses
Reasonably prompt
Receptive kind knowledgeable
relatively prompt arrival. Courteous. Friendly. Approachable.
Respectful and kind.
Respectful
Helpful
Cooperative
respectful, firm, compassionate, effective with a damaged woman collapsed by our house (and
showed the same professionalism towards me)
Respectful, kind, took my concern seriously.
Respectfully, courteous, a good understanding that they serve our community
Response time and follow up
Response time. Thoroughness of response. Willingness to assist.
Response. Kindness. Action
Responsive
Responsive
Responsive
and intelligent
Responsive department
and active communication from onset of the call to the completion of their
actions.
Responsive, kind, and very helpful
Responsive, professional, compassionate, community focused, overall excellent.
Responsiveness and caring for community.
Responsiveness, friendly
Seem present
Seemed very concerned with my problem
Services provided. Behaviour and courtesy levels
Small department, quick response time and compassion. Always helpful.
Small town friendliness
Speed of service and friendliness
Speedy response. Concern with my problems. Suggestions for how to act
The community feel that comes from seeing OBPD and then keeping our streets and neighborhood
clean. Last interaction with an officer was just a really pleasant conversation left with a parting joke.
The empathy shown toward an elderly woman, who was obviously confused, and walked into our
home, not oriented to self, time or place. Cared for her with great compassion.
the informality
The many kind and familiar faces.
The officer I talked to was very professional and courteous.
The officer took quick action, identified the offender and kept me informed.
The officer was respectful and sympathetic.
The officers were on Willows Beach dealing with a summer situations of young people partying and
were
respectful
and responded
in a manner
felt was
very fair
The people:
pleasant
and competent
officersthat
andI staff,
attended
to matters quickly and responded
with follow-up
The personal connection with the officers
The police officer responded to my call immediately, took it seriously and was very friendly.
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APPENDIX AQ7 4(c) What did you like about your experience with the Oak Bay Police Deparment?
Detailed Responses
quick responses
timing
The Respect
and timeand
given
to me when I voiced a concern about a family dispute I was worried
about. I felt listened to and that I had backup support in case I needed to call for it. Regarding my
mother I felt there was appropriate concern and response to her changing mental decline. I liked that
the police were aware of signs of her oncoming dementia. As she’s been an oak bay resident for 53
years I liked that the police seem aware of elders’ needs.
The Sgt. who issued my traffic violation ticket (well-deserved) was extremely polite and courteous.
They actually showed up
They advised me to deal with the Saanich Police Dept.
They are always pleasant and respectful
They are friendly and empathetic. They also take their responsibilities seriously.
They are friendly, quick to respond, and compassionate
They are professional and knowledgeable.
They attended
They came relatively quickly when called.
communicate
and are
empathetic
whenafter
dealing
withbeing
the public
They listened
to my well
concerns
and
acted on them
almost
struck by a vehicle on a cross
walk
They officer was polite and informative
showed
They took
my up
info of noise complaints on Gonzalez Bay but action was often sidelined due to police
being too busy with other matters. So it was good to be able to talk to the intake person but the results
didn’t meet my expectations. These are bylaw infractions so a better result would to have bylaw
officers work a night shift.
They took the time to listen and acted upon the conversation
They were doing a health check on my neighbour, they were very considerate. I was very impressed.
They were engaging with my kids. Making them feel happy and entertaining them.
They were friendly, calming, and informative
They were pleasant
They were pretty responsive
They were prompt and friendly. Went above and beyond.
They were reassuring, quick to respond, friendly
They were very helpful.
They were very pleasant and friendly.
They were very polite and professional.
They were very polite, helpful and responsive. My girls meet officers at school as well and have a
great impression of police as helpers.
They were very responsive, informative and cordial
They're accessible and friendly
Thorough and professional
Thorough follow up.
Thoughtful, considerate
timeliness and efficiency
Timely
Traffic stop. My husband is now using seat belts regularly after 40 years of resistance.
Police attendance at Block Watch street party
Usually responded quickly to the problem
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APPENDIX AQ7 4(c) What did you like about your experience with the Oak Bay Police Deparment?
Detailed Responses
very community focused; small issues are addressed before they turn into big issues
Very friendly
Very friendly, understanding, listened.
Very helpful, thoughtful.
Very kind to our children who were anxious/stressed
Very kind!
Very low key, competent, community oriented.
Very personable, Neighbourly and professional
Very polite
Very polite and professional.
Very professional and fair
very professional, local knowledge, personable
Very prompt, local and professional service
Very quick, responsive and thorough in investigating issues raised.
Very respectful, always professional
very responsive , timely and personally responsive
Very responsive and helpful
Very
responsive
and professional
We dealt
with Natalie,
sorry her last name is difficult to remember…We have had an ongoing issue
with my daughter and one of the boys at oak Bay High school that had been going on since middle
school, at least five years. We have talked To school principles, teachers and offered to talk to this
boy’s parents many times but things escalated recently. We had to put a letter of concern into the
superintendent who dealt with the school and the oak bay Police Department. We now have a school
liaison officer Natalie who was excellent with my daughter as well as other children to have had to deal
with Felix Conroy in the past and have feared for their safety. Natalie was excellent, it gave us such
reassurance to know she was there and available for these children. I honestly don’t think this problem
would’ve gotten so big and out of hand if there was a school liaison at the schools to begin with. I
know budgets have been cut but to have a friendly face there for the victim and the Offender could
have calmed the situation down before it got so out of control and potentially more dangerous. All of
the kids and parents I know who were involved in this case I felt better talking to Natalie, she is so
great with the teenagers and the parents!
I also called in around Christmas to report someone drifting and driving dangerously in the area. I
assumed oak bay would take the report in case there was a problem later but the female officer went
out looked for the car and called back. I was not expecting anybody to follow up I just wanted to let
We had an attempted break-in in the middle of the night; police response was quick, courteous, and
concerned--a sniffer dog was even brought out to assist. We were impressed and reassured.
We were treated fairly and with respect.
Weren’t threatening
When I contacted the non-emergency line several times, they were courteous, helpful, and followed
up promptly.
Great
When
my Dad
died service!
the officer was kind and informative. When I hit a road block the office was
personal and relaxed.
When stopped for driving too quickly in a school zone he was very reasonable and kind in warning me
and not giving me a ticket.
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APPENDIX AQ7 4(c) What did you like about your experience with the Oak Bay Police Deparment?
Detailed Responses
When the atmospheric flood happened , we were assisted by an officer to help in our flooding
basement. I was taken to hospital by ambulance, he stayed with my husband using the shop vac. he
borrowed from the fire hall. Kindness, consideration , helpful. excellent.
When we connected with an actual OB police officer or staff at our *actual* OB police station, the
individuals are great. But... see next (and it's not your fault, we guess ...)
Willing to listen and address the concern(s) in a professional manner
Your Twitter feed
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Q8 4(d) What did you dislike about your experience?

A couple of the younger members are arrogant.
A year or so ago, I contacted the police about an issue (which I can't remember now) and was simply told that it is
not something they would deal with, and without having a suggestion about where I might go.
It was related to an article or news story which told people to go to their local RCMP station. I had called what
seemed to be the local RCMP and was told to go to the Oak Bay police. I wish I could remember the issue!
About three years ago I was recovering from a fresh shoulder operation and while walking down the sidewalk on
Lansdowne some punk kid shoulder checked me. He went out of his way to hurt my injured shoulder. I called OB
Police and he had about 5 blocks to walk up towards Cadboro Bay, so plenty of time to intercept this guy. I even
followed him and slowed him down trying to buy time before the police showed up. Alas it was about 20 minutes and
the guy was gone. That was frustrating, but it happens.
Absolutely nothing
Absolutely nothing. Officer came immediately and there was no drama.
All good
All positive
Almost got a ticket for forgetting one turn signal at an empty intersection. Nothing better to do..
Always a positive interaction.
An assumption made about a situation that was incorrect
An officer was violent on our house. I demanded he leave and he wouldn’t.
Any interaction with the police can illicit a higher heart rate!
Arrogant, unhelpful
Being ordered around peremptorily by someone brought to direct traffic during the Tea Party
cannot think of anything
Can't say I disliked anything
Demeanour and Outcome
Did not believe that I live and play in oak bay. It should not matter how I look...
Did not inform me what had happened with my complaint. Did not return my follow-up phone call to investigating
officer. Very poor!
Didn’t communicate super clearly as to what was going on
Didn't solve the issue.
Difficulty getting through on non-emergency line, call taker was very unfamiliar with the area
Discounted the woman’s experience. Very concerned with public opinion.
E comm.
Traffic enforcement for stunting , loud vehicles , school zones.
ECOMM.
Everything, I was clearly not drinking and made to wait on the side of the road for 15 mi utes to promptly blow 0.00
bac
Felt like I was being forced to try to press charges, I felt shamed
Had one officer speak very dismissive when we had an inquiry at the station re-guarding our teenager.
Hard to explain but they didn't always hear what was being said and were I don't want to say arrogant as that's too
strong, but they were the professionals and they sorta talked down to the people they were helping. They sorta
thought they knew everything, but didn't.
have asked about traffic patrols dealing with observations about bad driver behaviour rather than easily measurable
speed. Told to hard to ticket and convict. Nonetheless perhaps just been pulled over and told your behaviour has
been been noted would help. Example: motorists who squeeze past cyclists and then stop in front of them.
I do not like dealing with the Saanich police call centre for dispatch. things of a simple community nature that can be
dealt with casually seem to require a lot of “paperwork” from Saanich
Have not had a negative experience. I’ve dealt with the Victoria police three times in the last few years. Two were
horendous, one was excellent.
He was alone in the car. I’d feel better if they worked in teams.
How they deal with vagrants like Robbie at cross walk who swears and throws cig butts all over sidewalk
Page 1 of 8
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Q8 4(d) What did you dislike about your experience?

I am not a fan of the school police liaison walking around the school in full gear. I don't think that makes them
approachable nor does it make the kids feel safe or connected to the police.
I called re. a concern about the beligrant guy who sits at the corner of Oak Bay and Wilmot. He had been ranting and
yelling threats. When I called the police officer cross examined me and minimized my concerns.
On another occasion when I stopped a police officer and asked her wy it was okay for the same guy to drink alcohol
in public she responded by saying "What do you want me to do about it?"
Again I feel that the police officer was dismissive of my concern.
I could never say anything bad about theses people who keep me safe. I enjoy meeting them
I didn’t deserve a ticket as I had stopped at the stop sign. I think that he probably looked at his phone or computer
and didn’t see my stop so assumed that I didn’t.
I didn't dislike anything
I had nothing to dislike!
had no
I have lived
in experience
oak bay since the day I was born (21 years ago) I attending willows, lansdowne, oak bay, uvic now.
Two summers ago my sister, cousin and I rented scooters. At the time I was fully licensed motorcycle driver. After
parking the scooters near the oak bay public library at my house, we came out to the presence of obpd car. The car
then followed us until we left oak bay and headed back into Victoria. As brown (Sikh) family a clear minority in oak
bay this incident was quite concerning and made me loss trust in obpd. Obpd is an organization I was obsessed with
as a kid who wanted to pursue a career in policing and I have had many positive experiences with the obpd but this
negative one really stuck with me.
I have not ever had a negative experience with the oak bay police
I have only had to call them on emergency number maybe five times in the last 25 years but three of the times it was
difficult to get through.
I live on Thompson Avenue . People race along the road at high speeds daily . Asked them to look at speed control .
They said no one speeds along the road . Come and sit in my house (I’ll make you a cup of tea)
They speed all the time
I tried to initially reach them at their office but no one was there, the number at the door I was instructed to call was
not in service
I was calling to report what I believed was a mail theft/fraud and while I wasn’t expecting a file to be opened or a
perpetrator to be caught, I did think the info relevant for police in case the person repeatedly it to other residents. I
didn’t feel it was taken seriously
I was cautioned about speeding. How dare they!
I was not contacted
directlywhen
whenapprised
an incident
occurred
with distracted
my motherdriving
who was
92 at involving
the time. an Oak Bay police
Immediate
defensiveness
of an
egregiously
incident
officer.
In a separate, more recent incident, I called in about a person who matched the description of someone who was
wanted for a highly publicized crime who was loitering around a group of parked cars with a sack at 5am and was
vocally belligerent when my dog barked from our property at him. I left a message on the non-emergency line and
when i didn't hear back after three days, I called again and the person with whom I spoke said with some annoyance
that if it had been of interest they would have called me back. So I probably won't be calling in anything again.
Inability of the officers to do much in dealing with petty crime and vandalism
IRSU wasting resources on Henderson in the faux 30 zone
Lack of crime reduction patrol
Last encounter not as productive
Length of response time
Massive use of tax payer resources
maybe a little naive, unsophisticated....but that's also a plus!
Maybe could have been friendlier
N/a
N/A
N/A
N/a
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Q8 4(d) What did you dislike about your experience?

N/A
N/A
N/a
N/a
N/a
N/A
N/A
N/a
N/a
N/A
N/a
N/A
N/A
N/a
n/a
N/a
N/A
n/a
N/A
N/A
n/a
N/A
n/a
N/A
n/a
Ñ/a
Na
NA
NA
NA
Na
Na
Na
Na
Never had a bad experience.
Never see them
Nil
No dislike
No follow up
No real lower level resources.
Non adherence to Covid protocols early in pandemic
None
none
None
Not applicable
Not as prompt as would be hoped for one 911 call, but I understand resources can be an issue. It was nevertheless
worrisome/stressful.
Not having a direct number after hours
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Q8 4(d) What did you dislike about your experience?

not much at all - wasn't impressed though with an older senior officer who arrived at the end of the incident ... felt he
took over and minimized the other officers' work to that point somewhat
Not much honestly. Sometimes responses are a bit delayed.
Nothing
nothing
Nothing
Nothing
nothing
Nothing
nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
nothing
nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
nothing
nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
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Q8 4(d) What did you dislike about your experience?

Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
nothing
Nothing
Nothing
nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
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Q8 4(d) What did you dislike about your experience?

Nothing
Nothing
Nothing - it was a good experience.
Nothing- all positive
Nothing at all, absolutely love having OBPD keeping Oak Bay safe and the streets clean.
Nothing at all.
Nothing at all.
Nothing at all.
Nothing of note
Nothing so far
Nothing specific.
Nothing to comment on
nothing to dislike
Nothing to dislike. I am very grateful that our police force are dedicated to the community they are policing.
Nothing to report
Nothing yet.
Nothing! I've always respected and am grateful for their service.
Nothing, it was reassuring.
Nothing.
Nothing.
Nothing.
Nothing.
Nothing.
Nothing.
Nothing.
Nothing. I have nothing negative to say about OBPD.
Nothing. I was very impressed with the responsiveness on every call.
Nothing. They are wonderful
Nothing--it was great!
nothng
Police presence sends alarm bells- oh no- what's happened
initial alarm reaction
Police shouldn't exist, but Oak Bay PD really shouldn't exist. Oak Bay is the size of a postage stamp and you just
exist to hassle teens and make up bizarre stories to justify your budget
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Q8 4(d) What did you dislike about your experience?

Poor interviewing and assessment techniques. No follow up. No longer deal with male officers. Had to pursue a
freedom of information after one incident
there was no feedback {not my complaint} though
pleased the police were called surprised there was a
redaction. The police made a long standing situation worse. Last june 2021 I called the police since parking officials
don't work on weekends I specifically asked for a female officer i was asked to send in information after the incident
was addressed. This I did. No feedback on this as yet. I did asked to arrange an interview with the chief . Do I have
to go through another freedom of information? Lastly, many years ago, I found an intruder in my house, psychotic,
please don't jump tp the conclusion it was drug induced, he was sitting on the floor in the hallway, my border collie
was sitting in front of him and staring at each other. Never would I call OB police. I kept it simple I don't know you,you
must have come to the wrong house, did you take anything? No Ma'am, long time since I
was called that.I asked him to leave as I had to take the dog for a walk..he got up opened the door and left. There is
an ending. Some time later I don't read the time colonist but picked one up that day for no good reason. In the
second page was the photo of the young man. I would like to have been a fly on the wall to see how it went down in
the sequnce of events. He shot and killed 2 people in Vancouver and he was shot. Lastly, I would like an
investigation of police actions in the Padmore death some years ago as it relates to my phone being tapped and
information from that tap given to a non participant third party.
Process to resolve too long. Lazy officer
Rude and dismissive about request
See above response.
Some don’t work hard.
Some in the department chose to judge me rather harshly. A couple of others have been outspoken about their lack
of support for me and my kind .
Some of the new guys
Stereotyping of BIPOCs
Talking to Dispatch
That I had to call them in the first place. The situation was bad but the police were GREAT, thanks!
That we had to call EMS in the first place :( Nothing to dislike beyond that.
The attitudes
The last time I had reason to call, we had approx 100 teens partying in the intersection of Middowne and Henderson
and no police came.
The police had clearly made an assumption that I was in the wrong without researching the facts.
The police was not clear and not telling the truth
The start of the interactions felt cautious and untrusting … but once understanding the situation became engaged.
Start with trust and compassion, when possible.
The ticket itself, naturally.
was nothing
disliked.
There wasn't
a wayI to
submit a report online or otherwise via digital means. I would like to be able to submit video
online.
They came to my families house to deliver devastating news of my brother. They told my mother with no one else
home.
That was very poor on your part. Will never forget that
Took a long time for officer to appear.
Ultimately, they were unable to find the vandal who damaged our car
Verydon’t
formal,
We
liketense
the obvious absence/apparent disinterest of the police dept at 4-way stops such as
Cranmore/Hampshire/St Anne and some critical crosswalks such as Beach Drive & Cranmore and inattention to
cyclists on Beach Drive that stop or slow down for nobody, even crosswalks! ( HEY… how about handing out some
tickets
cyclists.?)
We
hadtotwo
experiences when we first moved to Oak Bay with ridiculous officer interactions that made us feel
unwelcome.
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Q8 4(d) What did you dislike about your experience?

We HATE HATE HATE the new system whereby we have to join a BC-wide phone queue to talk to a police officer or
staff member in our community. That is madness. We do not feel at all safe or heard. Could get on our bikes (I am
nearly 70 and my bike is almost 60...) and cycle down to the station before we score a reply on the phone. Horrible,
must change.
When filing a complaint about someone who was harassing my business, the officer was more interested in knowing
about my information, relevant or not.
Why does oak bay need its own police force?
Wish they would monitor crosswalks. I walk a lot and find if there is not a crosswalk cars very rarely stop for people
trying to cross the street from a sidewalk at a corner / intersection. Even at the crosswalks cars often do not stop.
Wouldn’t take my fingerprints for a police record check due to omicron (understandable but inconvenient - and I’m
double vaxxed and wore a mask).
Zero follow-up. Saying "there's nothing we can do" when dealing with individuals known to police in possession of
stolen property and saying they just hope offender moves on to another jurisdiction. Not solution oriented.
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Q10 What to you think the public safety/crime
priorities should be for the Oak Bay Police?
Other

All things not addressed on the above list
Animal control
Animal protection, dog leash laws, etc.
Anti bullying
Arrogant dog owners that believe "my" boulevard should be a toilet because it really isn't mine.
Better community liaise. Stop idling!! Less aggressive appearing attire
Bicycle infractions
Bike / pedestrian safety, working closely with the District of Oak Bay and the School District to
prioritize children walking / biking to schol.
Bike patrols
Bike theft
building relationships with community members..community. policing
Bullying and violence
Bylaw enforcement
Child sexual abuse, trafficking and sexual assault
Cld be Covid related... but there's a lot of RACING (top of Foul Bay & Henderson) most nites...
Community building. Creating a culture where people look out for each other.
Community education
Community engagement
Community Engagement/Interaction
Community experience, school outreach
Community goodwill
Community involvement
Community liaisons with schools and organizations.
Community Out Reach. Working with schools and community to infirm and educate
Community outreach
Community relations.
Crime prevention programs would be higher on the list if mentioned.
Deal with Homeless camping in parks and begging on streetcorners
Deer
Defund.
Descalation and decolonization
Drinking and driving
drinking/using drugs while driving
Drug & alcohol education must be taught in an incremental method by school officers beginning long
before parents attempt it as most have no idea when or how to give concrete info. Children feel
empowered with real facts and to get out of ‘sticky situations’. It’s much easier to cover up destructive
behaviour in a white collar community when exposure to drug use lags years behind other areas.
School officers are in tune with fragile families and could build a wealth of real info with solutions for
all children
and
parents.
drug
crime....
really....
Early intervention with kids and teens to help them understand about not just following rules but why
we do it re the common good
Educating youth about drug and alcohol risks. I think start young.
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Education
Education
Education
Elder abuse.
Elder care and safety. Support systems for elders.
Hate crimes
Homeless on streets. Assist with Enforcement of Bylaws.
Homeless issue. Getting worse in Victoria and coming here more often.
Homeless vagrants are swearing at dog walkers across from Municipal Hall and threatening harm to
them
Homelessness
Homelessness
house B & E
I don’t have other concerns but had to rank it
I don’t like the way that was set up I would’ve put one beside everything that I ticked I don’t want to
diminish any of the items that I checked as being less important
I feel unqualified to make this list. The order that I gave are the things I am concerned about, but, for
example, are the police the right organization to work with mental health? Do they want to be mental
health
workers?
I put drug
crime first because it leads to other crime (Theft, violence - gang and other), etc.
I ranked mental health low because I don't feel the police should be the ones addressing this issue.
I ranked them partly based on how common I think they are in oak bay, and whether other agencies
Ishare
wouldresponsibility
like to see some sort of monitoring of short term rental properties including air bnb. this is a
source of bringing strangers into our neighbourhoods.
I’m not sure what other would be.
Impaired driving
Increased neighbourhood presence for general safety. I value the presence of officers on patrol on
foot or bikes.
interacting
with the schools and community to keep a personal connection
Internal auditing and holding officers accountable for their actions, not covering it up
It is very useful to know that the Police is taking care of us in more ways than one could consider.
It would be amazing to see Victoria/oak bay stop enabling and tolerating drug/addiction behaviour. It
feels like it’s taken a permanent hold, and that these individuals are being put on a pedestal and there
bad
behaviour
is rewarded.
It
would
be good
to see the Police much more evident around the village. Bicycle and foot patrols in
key areas would be very good to see. Enabling more residents with friendly interaction with OB Police
officers.
The only time we get to see the police is when they cruise around in their big black somewhat austere
police
rather
menacing
rather than
embracing
approach
community
policing. for us
It’s
notvehicles
a crime ..
toadrive
a truck
with blindingly
bright
lights but
it shouldtobe.
It’s very dangerous
car drivers.
Lack
of visibility - I live, and am out and about regularly, in Oak Bay and rarely see an Oak Bay police
car.
Littering / jaywalking
Love to see members on bikes in the neighborhood
Lower speed limits. Strictly enforce traffic safety. Let complainants know what the outcome was after
complaint filed.
Managing
large numbers of people coming from elsewhere to Willows Beach in the summer.
Mental health issues in the community are scary situations for the majority of people I know: families,
elderly, laundering
youth
Money
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Money Laundering. I'd like to know that I'm not competing with fraudulent business attempting to lose
money. I'd like to know that I'm not competing for property purchase with money stolen from others.
I'd like to know that we know the beneficiary individuals for every business and piece of real estate in
oak bay.
2nd priority is that I'd like it to be safe for my 7 year old daughter to walk anywhere in oak bay without
fear offocus
beingisslaughtered
by an
inattentive
driver.
More
needed on the
bmx-riding,
black
hoodie wearing, large backpack carrying creeps that
come police
in frompresence
Victoria. / patrolling for preventative crime measures.
More
My "other" is part of road safety, but related to pedestrians. Over the past year, drivers have
increasingly ignored crosswalks, to the point that I have witnessed several near misses. The only
reason the pedestrians were injured was because they were able to move quickly enough.
My #1 main concern with Oak Bay is how people speed through the streets here, especially Beach
and Bowker.
Natural
Disaster preparation and awareness
neighborhood patrol and homelessness.
Neighbourhood patrols occasionally in areas where seniors are concerned, response to citizen calls
and community non-crime interactions.
noise bylaw enforcement
Noise/large gatherings
Not sure - depending on circumstances, all is important. I trust that Oak Bay police know their
community, the risks and what is needs doing the most at the time.
Not sure what the police have to do with mental health issues. That seems to be the fashionable one
right now?
Nothing
I can think of
Nuisance noise, dogs barking, neglect of animals.
Other enforcement activities
Other issues
Our street has excessive school traffic & parking, with parents daily speeding down our street after
picking up/dropping off St Michael Jr students & by 2023 they will be adding 2 classrooms of 4 yr olds
(Jr kindergarten) which will mean even more parents parking to accompany small children to/from
class, adding to the daily onslaught/chaos. Unfortunately, we have 8 children that live on our street &
attend other schools, such as nearby Monterey Middle school. OB engineering needs to give us
residential parking to curb it & if not, police need to monitor the situation to protect residents' safety. I
myself have
difficulty
navigating
as acommunity
pedestrian during these peak times and I worry about local
Overall
health
and well-being
of the
Overdose prevention and education about drug use
Parking
Parking
parking pilons stolen bullying harassment
Patrolling on foot through Village.
Pedestrian and cycling safety
Pedestrian infractions especially in the village
Personal safety
Physical Aggression or threatening behavior in the streets, businesses or any public area. First
response to any person,adult of child frightened looking for assistance. Assist fire and ambulance
and or act as first contact. Not just traffic control but the support they give someone who's been hurt,
a death has
occurred,(assault,
having adomestic
mental health
crisis
Physical
altercations
violence
included)
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police prescence re village and random showing the flag on residential streets.
Positive education and interaction with school children so that they grow up viewing the police as
helpers.
Preventing encampments.
Fining for excess motorcycle noise violations, both significant unmuffled engine noise and stereo
noise. A hugely growing issue.
Dealing with
speeding.toKing
Terrace
being presentations,
a particular concern.
Proactive
approaches
selfGeorge
and public
protection:
publications, online tips, etc. More
of a sense of working together to keep everyone safe
Public disturbance
Public education and safety campaigns -Block Watch, School Liaison, Energency Response
Public outreach events for visibility and community connection/support, like emergency management,
home protection, street safety, etc.
Public presence for safety.
Public relations and maintaining trust
Public relations, working to ensure a positive public perception or relationship with the community.
More visibility, attendance at community events, finding moments for connectedness (especially with
our youth)
Rape.
Sexual Assault is happening in Oak Bay. Police should be teaching Consent classes at Oak
Bay High.
Reduce
speeding in Uplands please
Regarding the reference to “other” there is a need for a compassionate approach to respond to the
opioidand
crisis.
Road
graffiti are obvious crimes; the municipality could help with graffiti by speedily and
consistently cleaning up graffiti sites (which is not happening consistently)
Robbery
School and Youth programs. promotion of Block Watch Program and events
School liaison
School liaison programs
Social media threats
Speeding
Speeding drivers in luxury cars
speeding vehicles (also noisy mufflers) on Beach Drive around McNeill Bay
Speeding, running stop signs and not stopping for pedestrians- cars and bikes 🚴
Telephone scams
The lack of restrictions of excessively noisy cars and motorcycles, and the late night racing along
Shoal Bay. From time to time the police have cracked down successfully at the corner of King George
Terrace and Beach Drive which has been greatly appreciated. Some people complain about gaspowered leaf blowers which are more of a necessity, while excessive car/motorcycle noise is not.
There's no gang activity in Oak Bay and the idea that you actually deal with fraud and cyber crime is
hilarious. Cops should deal with thefts, but they don't, and cops shouldn't be involved in mental health
issues because cops tend to murder people having mental health episodes
Tickets for people not wearing helmets when riding bikes
To be clear, this ranking doesn't reflect how I would prioritize the issues in terms of overall importance
to Oak Bay... rather these are the issues that are most important to have police response. Ideally Oak
Bay police would work with other agencies to support their efforts to respond to mental health and
drug use emergencies
etc./people sleeping in park/nature areas
Vagrancy
/ homelessness
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Visible police presence in the community is very very important and appreciated eg. patrol cars
driving through neighbourhoods.
School liaison officers play an important role in pro-actively working with our youth. Are there
examples in other jurisdictions where our youth could become involved by meaningfully contributing to
the community.
Theyon
would
receive
some form of recognition, st the school/community level based on
Visual
Police Biking
a regular
basis
We miss Andy Brinton!
What counts as mental health?
White collar crime/corruption
Work closely with engineering to identify hazardous traffic locations and take corrective action
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Addressed in question 5.
Again had to rank
An officer just "walking the beat" in Oak Bay Village Estevan Village etc. and talking to the people for
a few moments makes people feel more aware and safer plus it raises the feeling of safety and give
people a better sense of security.
Animal control
Animals and wildlife safety.
Bad driving, too slow is just as bad as too fast, cutting in and then driving slowly, not using turn
signals, not using shoulder checks, etc.
Block Watch program . Leadership training
Blockwatch: I would like to see a yearly rally held up at Windsor park & advertised as a fun &
informative event; an opportunity for police to welcome Oak Bay community, BW captains could invite
their streets & re-engage/sign up new members/ even hold informal meetings afterward to to gain
further feedback/answer questions, give out pamplets/emergency literature,etc Fire trucks & new
electric police cruisers to view/tour?
Business
bylaw awareness
Bylaw enforcement
citizen safety in their own communities
Commiting to a systemic overhaul to reduce violence and harm to visible minorities and other groups
routinely targeted by police officers
Community building. Creating a culture where people look out for each other.
Community involvement/presence
Crimes of all kinds — property crimes, senior safety, road safety, drugs, etc
Defunding yourself.
Difficult question. Road safety is a daily issue and always needs to be monitored. Driver care and
skills are constantly being eroded.
Youth, drugs, alcohol, mental health and bullying all go together. Seniors and Scams go together.
Dog owners
Drugs in regards to promoting preventive, community care
Education on personal and property crime prevention
Encouraging residents to join Block Watch
Engage with yourselves and work on making a better department that people can actually trust
Every single one of those deserves a one
fair, firm and friendly with public interaction.
Fewer minor traffic stops at intersections.
foot/bike patrols, specifically around oak bay ave.
General neighbourhood engagement and visibility
home protection, emergency handling/management community safety initiatives/practices, selfprotection training/strategy/advice/
Homeless loitering and begging. Camping in uplands park.
Homeless people
How about profiling your officers (and accomplishments) in the Star so people feel like they know
them.
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I believe bullying is more a problem to be dealt with at home or at school. Drugs and alcohol are often
part of the mental health issue.
I bring your attention again of the BUNT REPORT commissioned by me and at my expense This was
buried though brought up at council and on tape. I mentioned this in the June 2021 email response as
was requested.
I don’t see police as taking the lead on internet safety, mental health issues, drugs, bullying, etc. these
types of issues may fall to police but are more appropriately handled by other organizations.
I don't trust you to do any of those things, except maybe road safety
I think that you’re doing a great job of walking around the community . I always enjoy seeing the
officers either on foot or biking .
It's important to me that I feel the police are readily available for emergencies, as well as community
concerns.
Keeping children safe from child sexual abuse, trafficking and sexual assault
Kids
Let other more well qualified and professionally trained people deal with alcohol drugs and bullying
issues. We need properly trained social workers to address such issues. Police officers cost too much
for us to use their resources to 'police' such soft areas. Let the Police focus on traditional Policing of
the streets and dealing with crime.
Reduce the Policing budget for social ills societal issues and spend that money on recruiting and
training appropriately qualified Social and Community Workers for Drugs Mental and Alcohol.
Mental health needs to be priority, it is scary to be around for all
money laundering
more police presence if you can
Neighbourhood safety such as block watch
Newcomers / Immigrant families and communities; and LGBT community
Not sure that bullying should be a police concern - it is a societal one that should be dealt with by
parents and schools - the educational system generally, unless taking place in a public place and
constituting an offence.
Oak Bay is relatively safe. We need to see the Police more. Where are they? Too much speeding in
Oak Bay especially Beach Dr.
One. Connecting positively with folks at community events. Any opportunity to build trust and a
positive relationship with the locals.
Two. Keeping our neighbourhoods safe at night. Many new folks out there at night looking through
yards and cars. Better nighttime surveillance please. Pretty please!!!
other enforcement
Other issues
Parking
pedestrian infractions
Please reintroduce speed radar cameras to catch and fine speeders. It would free-up police resources
and provide revenue, improve road safety, and clamp down on speeders.
Prefer old-fashioned style policing with “eyes on the street” versus officers spending time doing social
outreach.
Preventing Property break-ins
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Property crime
Protection of property/awareness of physical risks
Public presence.
Public relations
roaming cat bylaw needs updating!
Same response as above - in addition, I believe that youth are our future & mental health is important
in the well being of our community.
School Liaison
See above comments re youth. Policing is about upholding laws in a responsible way. So the officers
must be trained to see more broadly and also have the necessary resources to call upon outside
assistance ie for mental health etc. Generating feelings of safety for all as well as the reality of safety
is justice seen and done. Very complex and nuanced
See white collar crime/money laundering above. Let's secure our real estate transactions and
business licenses.
Since I can't repeat a "number," I find it impossible to rank these concerns meaningfully. I would give
#1 - #3 all a #1.
Tagging
Telephone scams
There are domestic violence issues. It would be good perhaps for Oak Bay, GVRD to create several
knowledgeable teams to respond to issues. Men who perpetrate domestic violence can be very
articulate, well spoken, and appear credible while women and children who are victims can be
emotional - and appear less credible. Leaving a potential abused in the home because their name is
on the deed is never the right solution.
These ratings are difficult as a lot of them go hand-in-hand such as drinking, drugs,domestic violence
mental illness
Vagrants threatening seniors walking their dogs
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blockwatch news letter
A friend sends the Twitter feed, too.
And from the Block Watch that I belong to.
Black press free paper
Block Watch
Block watch
Block Watch
Block Watch
block watch
Block watch
Block Watch
Block watch
Block watch captain
Block watch captain Paul thomas
Block Watch captain.
Block Watch email updates
Block Watch email updates
Block watch emails
Block Watch emails
Block Watch emails
Block Watch emails
Block Watch emails
Block Watch fan out
block watch letter
block watch mailout, continued from my old address, as we don't have it here at my apartment
Block Watch news
block watch news emails
Block Watch newsletter
Block watch newsletter
Block Watch newsletter
Block watch newsletter
Block watch newsletter. But here I feel this only focuses on a very narrow aspect of policing. It seems it never
reports on serious crime
Block watch newsletters
Block Watch newsletters.
Block Watch reports
Block Watch reports/newsletters; word of mouth
Block Watch update
Blockwatch
Blockwatch
Blockwatch
Blockwatch Bulletins
Blockwatch emails
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Blockwatch Newsletter
Blockwatch Newsletter
Blockwatch newsletter
Blockwatch updates
Blockwatch
Neighbours
CFAX, Victoria Buzz, CTV, CHECK news
CHEK news online
Community watch reports
Email bolck watch police report
Facebook and Twitter could be more active.
Fan outs to block watch
friends, family, Reddit
Google News
Google news feed
I also get the blockwatch fanout report which is excellent.
I don’t really know if I am adequately informed. How would I know? There may be information I should be
getting but don’t know I am missing. Probably this question needs better phrasing.
I don't really. I saw this survey in the oak bay news. may try to follow other places.
Internet
Internet
Internet news & statistic searches, neighbourhood watch emails. Hardly ever hear about you on TV - maybe a
venue for you to look at positive news there?
Local neighbor watch
Mental health in public space needs solutions
My father was a very forward thinking Saanich police officer who was years ahead in his thinking in handling his
responsibilities. Although they were not to speak of their work at home, he gave me age appropriate info of
various cases and how to get out of and spot red flag situations. That info and how he treated us as a family
has been invaluable to me in my profession. This trickle down effect would give so many kids wisdom and
solutions in our more than stressful life now. In school information sessions, interaction and support groups are
invaluable.
Neighborhood community
Neighborhood watch
Neighborhood watch newsletter
Neighbourhood Block Watch bulletin
Neighbourhood crime report
Neighbourhood watch
Neighbourhood Watch
Neighbourhood Watch
Neighbourhood Watch captain, sending along weekly summary fanned out by Ms. Cobb
neighbourhood watch emails
Neighbourhood Watch is great
Neighbourhood Watch Mail Out
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neighbourhood watch report
Oak Bay community web site
Oak Bay Local
Oak Bay Local
Oak Bay Local on Facebook
Oak Bay News
Oak Bay Police website
oak Bay Police website
OB News
OB Police website weekly crime reports.
On line
On Oak Bay Local, or word of mouth.
Other
Other citizens and their personal interactions with OBPD
Other residences
Our block watch galat our condominium
Our excellent neighborhood watch captain
Our neighbourhood liason Block Watch
Police bulletins displayed in Strata
Reddit, sometimes, in r/VictoriaBC
Residents of Oak Bay
Talking to residents.
We really see/read too much of OB Policing. We'd rather they spent less time energy on their P.R. and just get
on with the job. For example, who cares if the policeman who was here in 2014 has been posted elsewhere for
the past few years and now returned to be Police Chief?!?
We just want consistent robust trained Police doing their job without any PR 'spin'.
We would check and read their website if the info was available there.
website
Word of mouth
Word of mouth
Would like to follow OB police dept instagram if there was one, as well a hotlink to its website (for easy, quick
access to topical and pertinent information)
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Again, I never see the Oak Bay Police. Where do they hide? How many police on the force? It truly
is unbelievable that they are no where to be found!!!
all police departments can increase their accountability and competence. Oak Bay does fairly well.
Budget is astronomical for a town like this.
But not sure
Cannot answer this question
Do not know???
Don’t know
Don’t know
Don’t know. Don’t have enough information
Don’t know. Not sure if wise to have such a small municipal force.
Don’t know—was not a response option.
Don't know
Don't know about fiscally, but trustworthy and competent seem to be the case.
Don't know as I don't see anything about budgets, costs, or the costs poicing
Don't know wasn't an option provided but that probably fits the best. Have never gone looking for the
info.
Don't know.
Don't know. Does the OBP produce any monitoring results? And make them fully public?
Excessive force for the amount of crime here. Bike theft and traffic tickets. Wow.
hard question to answer as I really don't know but would hate to unfairly judge
Hard to trust because of previous interactions, but good overall when compared to other police
departments, all PDs have their issues
Have no clue how me, as an individual, would determine accountability.
Have not seen any oversight reviews of budget process or adequacy of services. In the absence of
public complaints I will assume the OBPD does a good job!
How would I have access to this information?
I actually don’t know about this. Wish ‘don’t know’ had been an option.
I am concerned with the lack of knowledge and experience in the area of major crime investigations
amongst oak bay members.
I am not privy to the financial flow of the department but as in most companies there are many good
ideas which have to be balanced with constraints and the political setting.
I assume they are because I haven’t heard any negative statements.
I can’t answer this question.
I do not know enough to be able to adequately answer this question.
I do not know.
I do not look for this information.
I don’t feel a strong yes or no either way, I haven’t been given a reason to answer no.
I don’t know how fiscally responsible they are, so said no so that I could provide this comment.
I don’t know whether you were physically responsible or not so it’s a very difficult question to answer
and I don’t like the way it’s phrased
I don't have enough information to form an opinion on this.
I don't have sufficient information to comment.
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I don't know anything about their finances.
I don't know enough, mainly due to their lack of visibility mainly. It is easy to be well regarded when
crime etc. is very low compared to neighbouring jurisdictions.
I don't know. I haven't heard if any scandals, but I wouldn't consider the department particularly
transparent.
I don't really know.
I don't really read much about these issues so not well informed enough to judge.
I get the impression that Oak Bay police is trusted by the majority of the community, but I don't know
about their competence or fiscal responsibility (good or bad). This is likely due to the fact that I have
not had interactions with OBP, nor have I read any news articles about their overall performance or
fiscal management.
I have a sense that the OB Police is accountable, but no proof one way or the other. I also don't know
how well the OB Police rate with respect to other local police forces, or those in comparable
jurisdictions around Canada
I have no idea if they’re fiscally responsible Not trustworthy and confident absolutely
I have no idea. It would be great to read about a thwarted crime, though, as opposed to crime after
the fact. And I have rarely seen a police vehicle driving around when I walk my dog all over Oak Bay.
I've found that strange.
I have no information to respond to this.
I haven't enough information to form an opinion. And I realize that I should take a greater interest.
I know I can not depend on them
. I have experienced it multiple times.
There needs to be mental health training, trauma training,
and racism must no longer be tolerated.
I really am not aware where I could find information about the competence of the department, its
trustworthiness and whether it spends money wisely.
I really don’t know. But overall there is some sense of distrust of police right now and I personally do
feel that.
I said yes but In truth I don’t know
I think that the reply to this is dependent on what priorities you consider to most important. Generally,
though a yes is warranted.
I would favour police resources go to parts of the greater victoria area that really need it. In that
context it seems we are over policed in our little community. I wonder how police keep critical incident
skills sharp in a community like ours
I would have said don't know but the survey is badly designed.
I would like to see more transparency on funding and potentially reduce the budget. Police and fire
take up WAAAY too much funding of the Oak Bay budget considering the infrastructure calamity the
community is facing.
If they don't take citizens' concerns seriously then I believe they are not doing their jobs.
Inappropriate & unacceptable tweets by police chief.
Inappropriate prioritization of police resources
insufficient data and experience to make an opinion. I do generally feel free of threats of interpersonal
violence and property damage/theft here. Thank you for that.
Money laundering needs to be taken more seriously
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Need a “Don’t know” response for this one. Unless I had looked at recent budget, wouldn’t know if
fiscally responsible. Trustworthy and competent are different subjects so perhaps don’t belong in this
question. I can say all of our interactions over the years except one have demonstrated competence.
Next
Nil
No idea
No police dept is trustworthy after the shame of Ottawa,,,, Shame to stomp on peaceful protestors
and the charter of rights
No transparent budget info
Not applicable
Not sure. Just moved to the area so haven’t had a chance to get informed or know where to access
information
Nothing
People should be hired on their qualifications, not on their ethnic background or gender.
Road laws are not being enforced. Vehicles are excessive in size for such a small community.
Sorry to say we have not paid much attention, but probably no news is really good news.
Stop using sex workers, discharging firearms negligently, and harassing women
That is not something I follow and don’t know where to access that information
The above information should answer this question and is not completely inclusive.There is also the
political aspect that comes with all municipal elected and employees.
They are the best
Unsure
We have not been happy with some of the Twitter content we have seen. We have found the police
often ultra focused on what they see as crime rather than descalating situations - such as house
parties.
yes
Yes and no Older unsolved cases not explained. Willow's Beach assault on woman who was
attacked??
Yes and No. As the budget is incredibly high for a little law abiding community such as O.B.
There are too many Police officers and Admin support for such a small village. 30 staff for an 18,000
population .. that's an incredible over manning compared to other Canada and International
equivalents!!!
O.B. Police must have enormous inefficiencies built-in.
Indeed, the ongoing argument for a CRD integrated Police should be implemented.
Youth worker here. Too much “not my issue, push it downtown.” And several ignoring obvious
domestic issues because “good family”.
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Again, I have no information. In addition, I need an explanation of how the term "diversity" is being
used.
All I see is who is represented in social media and not a complete snapshot of the whole
organization. I am sure there are many who do not want their picture taken or their hard work
highlighted.
All of the Oak Bay officers I ever see appear to be Caucasian.
Answered yes, although Oak Bay is NOT a diverse community
As far as I know, there aren't 50% females on staff - but I could be mistaken.
As long as they do their job well I am not concerned about diversity.
Barely see anyone in a police uniform on oak bay
Bipoc. Not about community representation but opportunities and visible diversity.
Complement is too small to be truly representative. Clearly Oak Bay is a highly WASP demographic
and is going to represent that.
Diversity has increased but this could be an ongoing effort.
Diversity in the department is important, since the area isn’t very diverse. Reconciliation training is
also important.
Diversity is always a good idea and it doesn't necessarily have to be"representative of the
community"
Do not know extent of diversity in neither community nor police
do not know the meaning of diversity
Do we have a Chinese or East Indian on the force?
Don’t have enough information
Don’t have the data
Don’t know how many women and members of minority groups we have on the police force
Don’t really know where or why the dept. is represented at meetings etc. IE - PEP, High Schools….
Don't have access or visibility into this.
Don't have any detailed knowledge of of the cultural or gender make up of the department
Don't know enough about the organization structure and staff in those positions
Don't know make up of force; ethnicity, gender, etc.
Don't know means I don't know!!
Don't know of all ethnicities
Don't know the composition of the force.
don't know the demographical data of the police force or community
Don't know who all the officers are so can't tell.
Don't know who's in the OBPD beyond the chief and I think he's retiring?
Female hiring seems to be going well
Still not enough minorities
As far as i can see, thee are no First Nations employed
Female officers of colour: Indigenous officers
Frankly given the size of the dept, social engineering is not that relevant to me
Further explanation of the question
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Have met very few police
Have no information upon which to base my opinion.
Have no proof otherwise
Haven’t paid attention and I don’t really know how many police there are in oak bay nor how diverse
the force is.
Haven’t seen entire force together anywhere to see if people of colour / minorities / etc are present
Haven't seen any BIPOC
Haven't seen enough police officers to know for sure. The ones I have seen are predominantly
white.
Haven't seen the police, don't know the answer
How many of you list your pronouns on your badge?
I am aware of some diversity in the officer ranks by way of employment announcements, but dont
know where to find a group portrait or images of the OB police department staff or a statement
about its diversity policy or goals. Would appreciate knowing if OB has Indigenous representation or
liaisons.
I am not aware of anything on this topic.
I am not aware of the diversity as I do not truly know how many officers are in the department.
I am not aware of the diversity within the department nor how that relates to the community as a
whole. I lack information from the department.
I am not aware of the stats that show diversity
I am not informed enough to reply
I am not sure as often they are in cars and I cannot see the individuals. There are at least lots of
women. I have not had an in person conversation with an officer ever
I am not sure how the two compare
I am unaware of the members of the police team
I believe in hiring based on competence. Diversity should be secondary.
I do not know all the members of the force or their backgrounds.
I do not know the demographics of the Oak Bay Police Dept.
I do not know the ethnic makeup of the department.
I do not know the full make up of the force. I would hope the force is more diverse than the
community.
I do not know the make-up of the police force.
I do not know the officers specifically in order to know whether diversity is represented.
I do not know too much about the Oak Bay Police force to have an informed opinion.
I do not know what diversity exists.
I don’t have much contact with officers so don’t know!
I don’t know all the employees.
I don’t know all the oak bay police so I can’t comment on whether they are diverse or representative
of our community
I don’t know all the officers, so I can’t say- I will do more research
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within the Oak Bay Police Deparment
is representative of the community? If no, or don't know
please explain.

I don’t know as I haven’t seen much diversity
I don’t know how diverse my community is and don’t know the background of the officers
I don’t know how diverse Oak Bay Police’s work force is
I don’t know how much diversity there is in the department
I don’t know the composition of the department whether it has women or minority groups
I don’t know the diversity of the OBP
I don’t know the full police force. It’s be good to know all of the officers by face and name.
I don’t know the make up of the police department. My vote would be to hire the best candidates
regardless of politically correct dictates.
I don’t know…. But diversity in important
I don’t see cycling police, police of colour. Don’t know of any gay police.
I don’t see many Punjabi officers, of course there was officer daleep but I believe he is no longer
with the force (I could be mistaken)
I don't have enough information to comment
I don't hear anything specifically about the PD
i don't know all the police personnel
I don't know anything about the racial, gender, or other diversity of OBPD.
I don't know how diverse Oak Bay is.
I don't know how diverse the workforce is.
I don't know means I really don't know
I don't know the diversity in the department
I don't know the diversity makeup of the department. Old fat white? Should it match the rather nondiverse municipality or be more inclusive?
I don't know the exact breakdown of our police, but I am aware of several female officers and some
officers of colour ...
I don't know the stats
I don't know the what the makeup of the force is.
I don't know where I can access demographic information about the oak Bay police department and
how representative it is.
I don't know who all the members of the Force are.
I don't know who makes up our police force, I rarely see them and wish for road safety I saw them
more. I live on Dorset Road and daily cars/trucks speed on this road mostly while talking on their
phone. Lots of kids and families are on their bikes, kids walking to school, and there are deer on the
road. I ask them to slow down and get the finger. In terms of diversity in the force I have observed
gender diversity which is great, any officers I have met have been very good.
I don't really care how diverse the police are as long as we have great officers who care about the
community
I don't really know the members and people who work for the Oak Bay Police department are
proportionally represented. I think they probably are but I really don't know.
I dont see non white officers
I feel like I’ve only seen white officers, but I truly don’t know.
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is representative of the community? If no, or don't know
please explain.

I hate identity politics. Just hire qualified people and don't worry about their skin colour or genitalia.
I have had limited interaction with OB Police so unable to comment of diversity of its members.
I have never really looked into it
I have never seen or heard about oak bay police.
I have no idea of race/sex within OB PD
I have no idea whether there is any diversity. I've lived here 10 years, but have not seen a OB police
officer in probably 5 years.
I have no idea who is hired, but I do hope it’s diverse!
I have no information on how many police officers there are in Oak Bay
I have no way of knowing this without knowing something of the ethnic, gender, age mix etc of the
force
I have not had any personal interaction with the Oak Bay Police Department and don't know if their
ranks are diverse or not.
I have not met enough of the people
I have only interacted with a few members. I suspect there are way more employees that round out
the diversity of the department
I have only seen white officers but I haven't seen very many so they may have diversity
I have seen a variety of cultures in the dept but there is always room for more enlightenment. I’d say
we need far more diversity in the Oak Bay population, not just the police dept.
I haven’t had personal contact with police so I am unaware of this
I haven’t paid attention to the diversity representation by the police force.
I haven't seen enough of the employees to know.
I honestly don't know the details related to diversity in the OK Police, or what I might expect with
respect to this issue
I just don’t know
I know enough officers; however, I do appreciate there are several women on the force.
I know very little about the police in Oak Bay
I only ever see white cops who are for the most part male, which doesn't mean there aren't people of
colour or enough women in the force, it just means I don't personally see them--although maybe that
indicates a lack of diversity in itself.
I only know a few officers by sight. Two were women who I was very impressed with...I think one
was a school liaison officer? but I can't say I know how diverse the entire department is. Most of the
senior officers I have met at Blockwatch dinners seem to be white older men...but I really can't
speculate without knowing more.
I only met one officer.
I see info posted about new hires but am unsure about the overall diversity of the force.
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within the Oak Bay Police Deparment
is representative of the community? If no, or don't know
please explain.

I want our officers chosen for their abilities, experience, professionalism and personalities. I don't
care what gender or ethnic background they are. People are people. My only concern would be
language ability as we do have certain people in our community who might need someone who
speaks their first language to be understood both culturally and linguistically.
I wouldn’t know all the officers to make that assessment.
I’m ignorant
I’m not familiar with entire staff at OB Police, and I don’t know everyone in OB so…..
I’ve heard no complaints in the community. I just don’t know
I’ve never met the entire force together to know.
Idk all the employees, I will say I’ve only interacted with white officers, but that’s Pretty Oak Bay for
ya
I'm not up on makeup of the force. Know of individuals, but not the whole. I hope hiring is inclusive.
I'm unaware of the current members on the force to make that determination.
is not 75+ and all white
It doesn’t matter to me
It is diverse
Its representative in a bad way because the community itself is not diverse
I've appreciated the hiring of more women over the last few years.
I've not idea what the make up of the force is.
I've only encountered Caucasian police officers
Maybe it should be more diverse than the community demographic
More men than women, not a lot of people of color.
Mostly see the police cars but can't see what the people in them look like to get an impression.
Don't think I've seen a 'beat cop' in Oak Bay.
My sense is there is a focus on gender equity but not so sure about BIPOC equity.
need better balance of women and non-white officers(men and women)
Need more visible minorities
Need to hire more diverse staff as senior leadership
Need to read information about diversity in force, what education force is taking to understand
reconciliation,
what actions are changing because of any increase in practices
Needs more ethnicity.
No idea
No idea how diversity is represented on the force, but hoping it is greater than diversity among Oak
Bay residents.
No idea who makes up our police force.
No interactions so I don’t know and I don’t care about diversity. Everyone is just to do their job, who
cares about profiling them
Not aware of how diverse the department is
Not aware of make up of the force
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Q19 9(c) Do you feel the diversity
within the Oak Bay Police Deparment
is representative of the community? If no, or don't know
please explain.

Not aware of members stats
Not aware of the racial make up or the sec of our officers
Not familiar with gender and ethnic make up of the department or the recruitment preferences
Not important to me.
Not much contact
Not ssure of the diversiity
Not sure - the only officers I've interacted with have been white, but I have at least dealt with some
female officers.
Not sure how many members, how many are women, LGTBQ, visibly minorities
Not sure on the parameters
Not sure who all the staff/members are
Not that aware of going no’s in the community
Not too many old people though,😉
Nothing
Oak bay is not super diverse - not sure about the composition of the force
Oak Bay is predominantly white middle and upper class - diversity, equity and inclusion seeks to
include representation from minorities and I don’t have enough knowledge about the police
department to comment. Everyone Ive ever interacted with have been extremely respectful.
Oak bay is very white. Matching the demographics of the CRD would be a better question
Racial diversity should not be an issue within the Oak Bay police force. The most suitable
candidates should be selected ,based on ability not on race or gender!
Rarely see them
Same answer as previous question
Seems obvious that the reason I don’t know is because I don’t know the composition of the force. I
would support diversification though. This is a poorly worded question which wastes the opportunity
to find out if diversity is important to residents.
Seen very few officers
Seriously? Could it be any whiter?
Since a lot of oak bay is senior, I doubt you’d want to emulate that part of the demographc. Since
I”m not aware of the oak bay police demographic or oak bay I’m not sure. And frankly, I don’t think
in Oak Bay it matters. What matters is competent people in the job.
Since I have never had an interaction with any police, I have no idea about their diversity.
still getting to know the above.
Technically probably yes as Oak Bay is very white, as are all the officers I recall seeing, but I
wouldn't call that diversity.
Thankfully I haven’t had any experience dealing with the police in oak bay
The community has plenty of retired people. I'm not sure we need a proportionate number of police
who are over retirement age.
The force isn't representative.
The police department is not diverse.
The police presence is very low where I live. Can't recall the last time I saw a police person.
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is representative of the community? If no, or don't know
please explain.

There are not many minorities represented - it is mostly white men.
there should be 50/50male/female
There's no information about it
To be fair there are many avenues of diversity beyond race, which I cannot appreciate on sight
Unaware of diversity within épargnent so can’t adequately judge
unaware of female/visible minor represenatation
Unimportant
Unsure
We are seeing things getting out of control.
Well, the community of Oak Bay is not that diverse, so this is really a non-issue and should be about
competence, ability, qualifications - regardless of ethnicity etc.
What diversity? Who put these questions together?
When do the residents of Oak Bay have an opportunity to meet entire department at once?
Who cares what skin color or gender the cops are? Worry about keeping the neighborhood safe and
not what people look like
Would need demographic info on OB residents to answer. While it is important to reflect the
community, priority should be on excellence before ideology.
Yes- represents the diversity in this neighborhood but not of the city
You didn't provide a definition of diversity, nor do I know enough about each individual member of
the force to say if it is diverse or not.
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*Yes* intensifies.
30 year resident, have never felt unsafe.
Absolutely! The police are close by and quickly respond when needed. I do not support
amalgamation on any level.
Always have felt safe in Oak Bay
Always have its well policed
Always watchful in any case but know help is at hand when needed.
Are major issue here is theft, usually from unlocked cars. The only time I felt less than safe was when
we had the homeless encampment in residence for a few weeks. I feel unsafe when I’m in downtown
Victoria, I’ve had someone try and cut off my bike lock, been subjected to screaming from individuals
with clear mental health issues had to avoid rock weilding individuals… thank goodness I haven’t run
into that in Oak Bay
As a female, I feel I can walk most places without fear
As a woman I feel safe walking OB streets during the day, as well as safe in my home day and night. I
am more cautious outside at night however because of Victoria's reputation as a human trafficking
zone. But overall I feel comfortable and safe.
As long as we aren't amalgamated I feel our neighborhoods are safer than the alternative
Aside from the terrifying lack of sidewalks and lights.
By and large, OB residents seem to be respectful and peaceful.
Citizens and visitors seem for the most part to be law-abiding and nonthreatening. On the rare
occasion when I have sought help or information from the police, it has been easy to acquire.
Compared to Victoria's downtown streets, I feel safe in Oak Bay, except for speeding car issues
Couldn’t feel safer. While Downtown Victoria seems to have gone down the gutter over recent years
and it has become hard to feel safe down there at times, Oak Bay has continued to thrive due to the
efforts of our police and their efforts to keep oak bay clean, safe, and community oriented
Courteous caring people and visible police.
Currently I feel safe in my home and out in the neighborhood, at any time, but I have noticed an
increase in theft (from both automobiles and homes) in the last few years and I am concerned about
drug and mental health related violent crimes increasing here as they have in Victoria.
Downtown Oak bay is safe and I feel comfortable going shopping there
Except at night . I dont walk out in the dark . I dont like walking by the boarding house on Oak Bay and
Foul Bay
Except for the street racing and speeding on Cedar Hill X road - very dangerous
Feel comfortable walking in early morning or evenings. Not aware of any local issues to be
concerned about. When out and about I make it my personal responsibility to be alert to the
surrounding environment.
Feel confident to go out for a walk in the evening, but stay in lighted area after dark.
As a senior feel that is responsible attitude
feel safe from physical danger however I feel that hidden underneath, there is a lot of money
laundering, drug money, and other illicit activities that take place in the community that affects all of
us, particularly housing affordability, that isn't acknowledged, investigated, and prosecuted.
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Q21 Do you feel safe in Oak Bay?
Please explain.

For the most part I feel safe on the streets day or night but recently I think there have been more
break ins, car farming, bike thefts and dangerous drivers in the community. Certainly more young
people in expensive cars speeding and drug users from Victoria crossing into Oak Bay looking for
things to grab.
For the most part it is a pretty benign place though there certainly has been a change in the number of
drug related crimes that seem to be occurring against property and vehicles and the uptick in graffiti.
Though do I see police around, public presence on the streets randomly may be a good thing
For the most part, I feel very safe, but would like to learn more about ways to prevent property theft
and damage.
For the most part, yes. However, when I walk or cycle drivers who are speeding, and/or looking at
their phones, and/or behaving aggressively (esp in opposition to bikes) make me feel unsafe daily.
For the most part. The highest day to day risk is traffic.
Generally yes. I have lived in Oak Bay my entire life ( 52 years ) But having said that I am starting to
see more social problems ( like downtown ) and that does worry me and make me concerned for my
safety out and in my home. I think we need to get on top of it before Oak bay ends up like parts of
downtown.
Given its geography as a corner of an island, yes. Given its demographics, absolutely. Given the
intense rise of Victoria's mental health/homeless/vulnerable and volatile population, less so than in
past years.
Great department that makes me feel very safe
Have lived here since 1993 and both my wife and I feel our municipality is well policed by a
professional and competent police department. Keep up the good work!
Have not had experiences when I felt threatened in any way
Here’s an example. I once left my garage door open all night with the door into my house unlocked. I
was home alone with 2 children. Nothing was stolen and we were not impacted. That is unlikely to
happen elsewhere!
I am a young female, so I always have my antennas sticking up when walking anywhere alone, day or
night. However, compared to all other neighborhoods in Victoria, I feel safest in Oak Bay. This is
because I know the streets well, my mother has kept me well-informed of potential dangers, and the
potential for danger is just habitually on my mind, whether that be avoiding drunk drivers or predators.
I am comfortable on the streets both walking and driving. Sometimes the narrow streets with cars
parked on both sides make driving somewhat difficult.
I am comfortable walking around by myself at night here. That being said, I am concerned for my
safety when biking.
I can dodge drivers pretty easy when they drive below a 30km/hr limit
I can walk alone through the streets at night with no fear. I don’t live in daily fear that my house is
under threat of being broken into. I can call the police if I need support with caring for my mother. I
don’t see hard drug users in oak bay.
I can walk around at night and feel safe. No major crimes. I feel protected and that I can contact them
even with a small concern
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I did when I first moved here 8 years ago. Seem to be have more vagrant types walking the street and
groups of youth out at night. Street lighting is very poor in Oak Bay. Having said that, the community is
much safer and quieter than it is in downtown Victoria.
I do and I don’t. I live in an apartment building that faces Fort and there has been some scary activity
(people screaming, unsafe driving, etc.). I also had someone living beside me who was quite
dangerous - police surrounded the building at one point, tons of officers in the hall outside my door,
and were banging on his door and arrested him but I never had anyone talk to me or inform me of
what was going on. It was just a scary situation for me and the neighbours and a little bit of
communication would be helpful!
I do feel safe with the exception of when I am walking along roads where there are no sidewalks. Also
on the sidewalks alongside main streets where cars and lorries test the speed limit.
I do in Oak Bay, mostly, though the spill-over from some of Victoria's issues is becoming more of a
concern. Mental health, drug abuse and often the consequent homelessness are concerns here and
our broader community.
I don't feel safe in downtown Victoria, but Oak Bay appears to have few street people, drugs,
threatening behaviours, loud or drunk people. I feel safe parking my car in Oak Bay (it has been
broken into in a downtown parking lot). With few exceptions, places are well-lit and there is good
signage.
I feel fairly safe, although I have had a lot of close calls on the roads, been cut off more than
anywhere else in greater Victoria, and seen a lot of dangerous driving. Also had my parked car hit
numerous times.
We have had a few issues of theft at work (local optometry clinic), certainly not as much as when I
worked in a different clinic downtown.
I feel I live in a community of mostly reasonable law abiding people. I don't believe Oak Bay has the
same inner city issues of Victoria, but I don't take anything for granted.
I feel in Safe in Oak Bay although I called 911 last summer for a man in my neighbours yard with a
mental health crisis. There are street people on Oak Bay avenue and I don’t like being asked for
money. I do not feel safe downtown because of the street people and associated mental health
issues so I rarely go downtown - they seem to own the streets.
I feel mostly safe
I feel Oak Bay is a safe community and the police (and Fire Dept) have a strong, positive presence in
the community
I feel pretty safe but as a woman I wouldn't feel comfortable walking by myself at night.
I feel reasonably safe.
I feel safe as a grown white man, but not sure everyone would feel the same
I feel safe because neighbours watch out fornone another, police are present, visible and friendly. I
understand that police response is timely and helpful.
I feel safe enough though I do avoid the man who sits at Wilmot and Oak Bay because of his
unpredictable/scary behaviour.
I feel safe except as a pedestrian. Traffic goes much too fast on Beach and Bowker (and other streets
that are used as throughfares even though they are residential, like Estevan etc.)
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I feel safe from property damage/theft and interpersonal violence here.
I don't feel safe letting my seven year old walk to town yet because of the speed of cars and lack of
protections from inattentive drivers. I think we have work to do on that front.
I'm however, concerned about our lack of attention to threats of climate change. That is probably not
in the perview of Oak Bay police.
I feel safe if I am walking around during the active hours. However, I do not feel as safe coming home
or going out after 9 pm. I also feel cybercrime has gone up during COVID and people are more
impatient/rude and unpredictable.
I feel safe to walk and drive the streets of Oak Bay day or night time without fear or even needing to
think about my safety.
I feel safe walking day or night. Oak Bay residents are friendly, courteous and neighbourly. OB
residents tend to look out for one another.
I feel safe walking or riding my bike at night, as well as being alone in my home. Occasionally we
leave our front door unlocked if my spouse or I forget to bring a key (20-40 mins unlocked), and while
we accept this is a dumb risk, it also feels highly unlikely that someone would enter our home in the
middle of the day during a brief time period. However we are aware that our vehicle and yard are
always vulnerable to thieves who roam the neighbourhoods at night. Generally we feel physically safe
in Oak Bay.
I feel safe, but not as safe as I used to feel in the neighbourhood. The traffic is much heavier and
faster on my street (not a major thoroughfare), cross walks are not as safe, there are more people
panhandling than ever.
I feel safe.
I feel that if I need help it is minutes away. I have always found the Oak Bay Police to be very
responsive
I feel that we have a very low crime rate and we feel safe after moving here from Victoria.
I feel the police have a fairly high visibility, and even if I can't say that there no crime happening here,
at least I can say that I feel the police are never far.
I feel very safe…the neighborhood is quiet and the news and other reports reflect that. I think the OB
a police responds quickly and effectively….makes me feel safe.
I grew up here.
I have a background in law and 8n policing issues so I know how to protect myself. I have great
confidence on the Oak Bay Police Department
I have always felt safe here. Having said that I always walk with my dog. I would like to see more done
about car theft from people’s driveways and property.
I have encountered only one incident of an enraged person as a pedestrian (at Oak Bay Rec). It was a
frightening experience that caused me to alter my schedule and jump at shadows for months
afterwards. Outside of that my experiences in Oak Bay have been perfectly pleasant.
I have had no hesitation in my children and now grandchildren exploring their community
I have lived here for over twenty years and have seen little to give me cause for concern.
I have never felt threatened by violence in Oak Bay.
I have never had it seen any problems
I have wonderful neighbors
People are generally kind when I walk around with my dog
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I haven’t had an issue, concerned with behaviour at Willows beach by the couple people of hundreds
on nice days
I like having our own police department. I feel we get better service than if we were amalgamated with
Victoria.
I like the civilised behaviour of the Oak Bay police.
I live a block away from a building I know to be a source of concern...on the corner of Oak Bay Ave.
and Foul Bay. If I am going to feel uncomfortable it is when I walk by this building in the evening. I
have noticed a police presence there occasionally.
I live in a bubble. No crime or vandalism in a 3-4 block area.
Feel safe anywhere bin Oak Bay
I lock my doors I look over my shoulder I follow the law and I watch where I put my feet
I never felt unsafe until just last few years when I have noticed more mentally unstable men in &
around Oak Bay Ave. One near library crouching behind bushes & talking to himself & 1 across from
Fairway Market, behaving aggressively. I actually dashed into nearby consignment store & warned
female manager of this over-weight Middle Eastern? guy who was yelling randomly. I think she
phoned police, while I snuck out to my car...We have the occasional rough-looking cyclist coming by,
checking out recycling (we hope). I am tired of the creepy white vans that drive all over Oak Bay
foraging through our recycle bins. They are a nuisance but I guess legal? With covid & mental illness,
I have also noticed drivers seem to be less cautious/polite, or just a general lack of mental awareness.
People blowing through marked crosswalks, speeding, tail-gating, etc.
I rarely see sketchy looking characters compared to downtown
I see the presence of the police and feel safe in Oak Bay. Our neighbours know each other and keep
an eye out on each other's houses, cars and kids. I feel safe walking to/from work and even alone at
night. The only danger I feel is from drivers who fail to signal, stop fully at stop signs, or drive slower.
Especially in the winter months, as both a walker and a driver, I appreciate when walkers wear high vis
clothing/lights and drivers take extra caution. I always tell my kids that it doesn't matter if they are in
the right as a walker, cyclist or driver - if they are injured or injure someone it can be devastating for
everyone involved.
I spend time with friends socializing & doing other social activities. Aside from feeling targetted &
treated differently by some oakbay businesses, my interaction with police has been positive
I think I can go almost anywhere in the community at any hour and be safe. The only time I feel
unsafe is on my bicycle!
I think Oak Bay is one of the safest communities in Canada. I know that alcohol and drug addiction
can impact a person's behavior causing others to be unsafe. It is very important to me that people
with addictions find a safe place to live with help.
I walk a lot in the community, often alone. Provided I have taken precautions to make myself visible to
cars, I never feel unsafe.
I walk alone in the early morning and in the early evening in the dark and have never felt unsafe.
I walk around 2-3 times/day with my dog extensively in the community including late at night and i
have never personally felt unsafe. I don't always work on well lit streets either.
I walk at all hours in the night (back pain) and I have had police officers ask if everything was OK. I
also have loved seeing Natalie’s car at the high school in the morning when we are dealing with this
volatile
I walk every night in the dark and no problems
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I walk my dog in early morning and evening and of course for half the year it is dark. I feel relatively
comfortable doing so here ( as opposed to Kingston Ontario where I lived previously!!)
I walk the streets and do not encounter problems. Crime has occurred on my street but it has been
people looking for easy opportunity and not aggressive. When calling on the police they have acted
appropriate to the situation.
I will drive to oak bay on the weekend because it is more safe than James bay and the downtown
area. The area around my work feels less safe, but better than James bay and downtown.
I will walk at night on my own.
I work nearby, my son went to school there, I shop there, I always feel safe.
I would not want to live in any other municipality as a senior.. I feel the police have the best interests of
residents at their core....I am concerned we could be amalgamated and loose that connection.
I’m a woman and I feel comfortable walking alone around oak bay at night
I’m not afraid to be out during the day and evening
I’m strong and smart and careful, and I trust my neighbours. Cops aren’t visible (just those cars) and
the initiatives that make safe communities aren’t coming from OBP.
I’m very grateful for my housing and the support I receive resolving conflict over smoking within oak
bay .
I’ve lived here for years, from 1955 to 1959, returning in 1972 to 1984 and from 2015 to present.
I’ve never been in a situation where I felt threatened in Oak Bay.
I'm privileged in that I have not had the opportunity to feel otherwise
Im right next door and will move over shortly.
In an unsettling world we feel like we live in a calm place. We recently moved here. This is place feels
remarkably quiet and safe.
In general but I wouldn't go out at night as a senior unless accompanied in Oak bay or anywhere else.
It feels like a safe community
It feels like a safe community
It is never like downtown Victoria at 1am.
It’s a low crime municipality and police have the time and resources to respond adequately to our
needs
It’s pretty quiet and neighbours are law abiding and look out for each other
Its just pretty safe here. Too expensive for drug addicts.
It's safe because it is a unique community: Mayberry:)
As the mental health and drug issues continue to be unresolved downtown, we will increasingly feel
the effects. I am sorry that will happen.
Less crime and more response
Lived here almost my whole life. I've never been involved in a situation I didn't feel safe
Living here 25 years - no bad experiences.
Long ago I had an altercation with an irate man who had followed me home and the police dealt with it
in an effective and expedient manner.
Low crime and good police presence
Low risk neighborhood, random policing, low crime rate.
Low serious crime rate
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Most of the time I feel safe. Someone tried to kick in our front door and the police just shrugged it off.
That didn’t make us feel safe.
Mostly safe, although thefts in back lanes occur at night. And we occasionally hear sound of a car
racing down the streets
Moved here in 2018 and it's by far the Safest place I've ever lived. I can walk alone at night. I rarely
hear sirens or see drug paraphernalia. Cops have stopped me to say hello. Cops on bikes.
Neighbours look out for each other…I think that if I needed help, I would be able to knock on almost
anyone’s door and they would help me. Oak Bay Police are present in the community and engage
residents regularly
neighbours watch out for each other; police support neighbourhoods
Never experienced any problems concerning safety
Never feel safe as a female after dark, but recognize that that issue extends well beyond OB Police
control
Never had an issue unlike downtown Vic
Never had an issue.
No obvious signs of problems with the exception of drivers not following regulations and graffiti.
No social services in OB to draw people from Pandora to the Avenue
Not always but better than the other areas
not because of the police
Now we got a nice, quiet little beach community here, and you aim to keep it nice and quiet
Oak Bay has an extremely low crime rate - so of course one feels safe.
Oak Bay is a quiet boring town of rich crybabies. It's not exactly dangerous.
Oak Bay is a small community that is well policed
Oak Bay is far out of the downtown area. We do not see many problems. Again, just speeders.
Oak Bay is probably one of the safest in North America because of the above average aged and
prosperous residents.
Oak Bay is well served by its police force.
Oak Bay roads are very unsafe for pedestrians and cyclists. Drivers speed and ignore traffic controls
without consequences and road design forces cars and people to intersect too often.
Old community
One if the lowest crime rates in Canada. Dedicated department not integrated with surrounding
departments
One quick reason I feel safe is because unlike downtown there’s none of the ragged looking people
walking around OB streets with backpacks and scoping everything and everyone.
Only safe because affluent and respectful community. Gated acreage with Cctv in Central Saanich
would also make me feel safe.
Other than walking/ cycling along beach drive with traffic driving far too fast/aggressively
Over this last year I’ve stopped walking alone after approx 9pm. Night walks used to feel very safe. I
now find encountering those people with addiction issues, etc to feel extremely unpredictable and
unsafe. It no longer feels safe and is very uncomfortable/unsettling. Yet I’m grateful that Oak bay still
feels safer than many areas, but I fear for where it may be heading.
For reference I’m a 40yr old female that walks with a dog.
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Overall, crime is low. Domestic violence seems to account for the more serious offences. The petty
theft isssues are likely linked to fuelling drug habits and are not that common. Road safety could be
improved with more enforcement of speed limits and pedestrian crosswalks
Overall, yes, but I definitely think there are more people prowling around properties and vehicles,
being opportunistic.
Petty property crime is probably the most common way Oak Bay residents come into contact with
police as "victims". Annoying, yes, but nothing compared to the random violence, drug or gang wars
over territory, widespread possession of weapons/guns, etc. present in other places. Oak Bay is a
safe place. But if you need them, the O.B. Police will come and look after you.
Physical safety. But property theft is rampant
Police have a presence, often viewed driving by in patrol cars. I’m assuming calls for assistance
would be handled in a quick and efficient manner.
Police visibility, patrols
Privileged community overall and we have a good neighbourhood “watch” in our area.
Quiet community, I like having our own police department not shared with another community
Relative to other areas and reports coming out I feel safe in Oak Bay.
Relative to the area. Foul Bay Rd to Oak Bay Ave have had issues with safety.
Relatively safe in public areas.
Relatively, yes. But I've not had an attempted break in or a successful one with which to deal. Nor
have I had a weapon pointed at me while I garden, etc. I do think I would answer 'no' if I had.
Road safety is easily the biggest hazard in Oak Bay. Otherwise it is a generally safe community
Safe
Safe community. I see role to be preventative. Teach children we are here to help each other
Safe in my home and the parks and beaches but walking along the road as a pedestrian which I do
daily, usually 10 k cars speed and many drivers are distracted on their phones, checking their phones
or just not paying attention,
Safety (as result of our Oak Bay police) are one of major reasons that people choose to live here. It’s
been nice to see evening patrols around parks and other potential trouble areas.
Seems like a relatively safe community. But traffic enforcement is not good. Police need to be more
pro active and ticket more often. We have contractors who speed down our streets and local citizens
who do the same. Let's be more strict with road safety!
Still a pretty sleepy little town.
Streets roll up at 8 pm...not much action
Super safe compared to places like downtown Victoria. Starting to feel like the early days of
Vancouver's Downtown Eastside there.
Taking appropriate precautions in daily life and being aware of surroundings is a good start. Treating
others with respect and kindness also has a trickle down effect. Being aware of a situation that doesn’t
feel right and not being afraid to ask for help.
That is not really a yes or no answer. Mostly I feel safe, but certainly not as safe as it used to be when
I moved here 42 yrs ago. The theft rate is significant , and mental health issues along with drug use
create an air of uncertainty.
That is why I like living here
That's my experience
The Department does a good job keeping the community safe.
The new street lights on the Avenue are much improved, for safety.
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The police and fire dept response time is amazing
The question is too general. Yes, I feel safe walking on Oak Bay Avenue during the day. I would not
have the same confidence at night.
The roads are unsafe for cycling and waking due to the volume speeding traffic and lack of road
repair.
There is a quiet atmosphere. People are kindly, there is a police presence.
There is a sense of community.
There should be a "somewhat" option here. Am concerned about the number of break-ins and the
poor traffic enforcement.
There’s nothing to be afraid of in oak bay. The idea that it needs a police force is laughable.
This is the most genteel and gentle area I have ever lived in.
Three decades living here and no problems of any sort.
Lost my wallet at Willow's Beach last summer in the parking lot-credit cards, all id's, $300 cash. It was
returned, untouched, to the snack bar for me to claim. The person who turned it in did not leave a
name. I thought, Oak Bay is a wonderful place full of honest people. This is one of many happenings
over the years on which I base my feelings of safety.
Too many homeless
Too many homeless sitting in oak bay getting drunk and throwing cigarette butts all over the sidewalks
along with beer cans
Too many people with obvious mental health issues walking around intimidating residents
Too much crime
Very close to police station should help be required. Generally a very quick response to any 911 call
very fast response time from a local police force knowledgeable of Oak Bay
Very friendly people live here, everyone wants to help out.
Very little crime
Very little violent crime in Oak Bay. Drugs, alcohol, driving offences, fraud don’t scare me whatsoever
very low level of violent crime.
Visible police presence.
We all watch out for unusual activity, and calls re suspicious behaviour will be looked into.
We have a very low crime rate and very few street people. It’s away from the core where most of the
issues are.
we have experienced very little crime
We have seniors in Oak Bay, my husband works there, and my son goes to preschool there. Our
family chooses to spend time in Oak Bay primarily because we feel safe there.
We live in a very privileged neighbourhood, we are a small, connected community. It is important for
our police force to be visible, available, supportive of our citizens as Oak Bay continues to evolve.
We live quiet, peaceful lives. On rare occasions when we were concerned, police response has been
great.
Well kept, well utilized, good mix of businesses, low # of panhandlers, no skateboarders on sidewalks,
safe pedestrian area, licensed premises act responsibly (e.g. wrt overservice)
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Well, yes, except for the issue already mentioned.... that we cannot just ring up our very own station
and get someone on the line. We loathe that necessity to be funneled off into a BC-wide queue.
Madness. Not operative at all. Does NOT make one feel safe in an emergency or even a questionable
situation. But we do feel Oak Bay is a very safe place to be.
What's to explain about "yes" or "no"?
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A Community meet and greet might be good. Public announcements of programs and projects would
be interesting.
A visible presence on the Avenue from time to time might help some to pay more attention to their
driving habits!
ACAB
Always a good experience, however I have no idea how well or poorly they manage their costs.
Always helpful
Any interaction has always been courteous .
As a Blockwatch captain, it's a challenge for me & my neighbours to try to figure out if someone
suspicious is parked on my street because we have so many random cars from from SMUS,
including teachers, visitors, coaches (for summer programs) who park here, not just at drop
off/pickup. This is yet another reason we would like the school parking restricted, as well as having
parking spaces for our own visitors, service people, etc be able to park nearby. Most importantly, I
would rather not engage OB Police to manage parking issues, which takes them away from more
urgent work. But it would be nice to have them periodically remind SMU parents that they need to
respect traffic rules in school zones & nearby streets.
As a senior I believe the policing in Oak Bay is excellent
As a single woman living alone I feel very safe in this community.
As stated, I am out and about in Oak Bay regularly and every single day I am out, without even
looking for them, I observe several serious driving infractions - stupid, careless, dangerous. Why?
Because there is no fear of police traffic enforcement, due to aforementioned lack of police visibility.
The only police traffic enforcement I witness is the occasional "shooting fish in a barrel" situations, i.e.
speed checks outside a school.
At this point I think I have said enough
Attitude of many is belligerent
This is alienating
Because they are our daughters and sons and offspring they should be embraced as allies and policy
should strive to achieving this end
Avoid amalgamation at all costs
Being visible, being responsive is important.
I was very disappointed a few months ago to call the non-emergency line and find myself on an
endless 'hold.' That is unacceptable, considering our community's needs. I was surprised, as I
hadn't had that experience in Oak Bay. Normally, I had found the police to be very responsive.
Community focus is our preference… the elderly need to feel secure; our youth should be safe; our
businesses need to feel you are there to protect them. Seriously, it is important to nip civil
disobedience in the bud. Pay attention to laissez faire driving … our intersection are a real issue if
you would just take a few moments to monitor California ‘stops’, cyclists who stop for no one,
crosswalk issues…
Defund the police.
DO NOT JOIN VICTORIA
Doing a great job!!
Don't cut back on community interaction because of budget restraints - particularly with school
programs and seniors. There used to be a lot more visible contact with the community.
Excellent police department that reads the needs of the community very well.
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Excellent. Thank you for your service
Fantastic job and greatly appreciate everything you do for us!
Feel like enforcement is often focused on wealthier areas of oak bay, particularly south.
Fully supportive of maintaining a strong municipal police department in Oak Bay.
Generally most satisfied
Generally responsive.
Get out of your cars and walk a beat.

Given the demographic in Oak Bay, please do not assume everyone is on Facebook, Twitter, etc., many do not participate on social media. If announcements are made, consider who will be
reading/listening to them and adjust the means of communication accordingly.
Consider a more proactive approach; surely it must be better to prevent a crime rather than deal with
it afterwards.
Teach the kids about safety, but in Oak Bay, it's just as important to teach the seniors as well.
Be seen as collaborative with other police organizations, but also with all Municipal representatives Council, other law and order organizations, educational institutions, etc.
Utilize the concept of 'teachable moments' if someone does something wrong (but not criminal).
Make policing more transparent to OB citizens - all we normally see is officers driving around in police
cars - we have little idea of other activities or contributions made.
Is the old idea of 'neighbourhood watch' programs still in use? Could it be done in Oak Bay?
Good job!
Great idea to do a survey; publishing the results will help with transparency.
great place to work
Greatar Victoria clearly needs a regional police force. Oak Bay and other Councils need to start
wrapping their heads around how that should look, not just digging in their heels. Perhaps some kind
of hybrid policing model where Community and Neighbourhood Policing working out of
subtstations/community offices stays the focus of places like Oak Bay overlaid with more traditional
policing models focussed downtown and on regional crime and regional events. With such
entrenched parochial interests in each municipality, the only way I can imagine this happening is with
political will at the provincial level coupled with financial incentives to make it more appealing to tax
conscious councillors. All very tricky, especially with some of the current politicians. I'm not holding
my breath.
Having lived in Oak Bay all my life, I can honestly say I’ve had wonderful interactions with OBPD on
innumerous occasions and feel extremely safe with the officers keeping the community safe. My
earliest memories of policing were in the form of Constable Daleep letting my friends and I look at his
squad car whilst in Monterey Elementary school and the way he was so friendly and outgoing with us.
I think these positive interactions are what has built such a strong reputation for OBPD and the trust
the community shares with it.
Having our own police department gives us a great service for a lower cost.
Having them be a little more visible in the community, I like seeing them it feels safe
Hiring practices towards youth needs to balanced with hiring experienced members in areas such as
major crime.
How do Oak Bay's patrol officers spend their time? Rarely see them anymore. There is a reduced
speed limit on Newton St and it is never enforced. That's a concern due to the increasing number of
young families here and the proximity to Carnarvon Park.
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I am ever thankful for the Oak Bay Police Department, and hope we can keep our own department.
I am very satisfied. I would be disappointed to move to an amalgamated police force. I really believe
that a community should get the policing it needs and Oak Bay police provide that ver well to our
community.
I appreciate all they do.
I appreciate OB police’s community policing approach to their work versus a punitive approach.
I appreciate proactive involvement with the community
I appreciate the Christmas displays which include the Nativity as well as the other Christmas
decorations. In today’s day and age most organizations shy away from religion and it is comforting to
see that the religious component of Christmas is displayed for those to whom it is significant. To me
that represents diversity.
I appreciate all that the police do to keep us safe and make our community a home.
I appreciate the good communication received from Oak Bay Police.
I appreciate their service to our community
I appreciate your willingness to keep your eye on our house when we go away on vacation, and on
our empty lot while we build. Thank you!
I disagree fundamentally with police having the right to stop any vehicle without cause.
I do feel safe here, and confident that the Police would respond quickly and appropriately if I had to
call. I would support initiatives to have mental health professionals available to help police with calls
related to those issues. I think seniors in Oak Bay need to be reminded about all the phone and now
in-person scams like the one pretending that a relative was in a car accident and needs money. My
parents almost fell for this and my dad is retired RCMP so outreach and reminders are helpful.
I do see some truly bad driving up and down Beach Drive! I also feel the streets are generally very
poorly lit and crosswalks dimly painted. For a community with so many seniors it is surprising to me
that this is the case.
I feel the officers could be more visible.
I feel they provide EXCELLENT service!!! They are there when we need them, are never overly
aggressive, good at de-escalating situations and crime prevention. They provide excellent emotional
support to those in frightening situations.
I feel we are very lucky and priveledged to have our own, diligent police force here in Oak Bay. They
have always been quick to respond the few times that we have had delaings with them. Thank You!
I have only had occasion to ask them for assistance once (I lost my wallet) and they were wonderful.
I hope the police will make it a priority to enforce speed limits, such as on Beach Drive near McNeill
Bay. Also, another priority to consider is enforcement to ensure vehicles stop at the stop signs at the
intersection at Beach Drive and King George Terrace. Many people walk along Beach Drive, and my
concern is that a pedestrian could be struck by a car moving at high speed.
I hope you get all the funding and support you need!
I know that some officers have come to Oak Bay from other parts of Canada, for the sole reason that
it is such an easy job.
I like receiving the Blockwatch emails from my neighbourhood Blockwatch leader
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I like seeing the police out and about in Oak Bay, walking or biking not just in their cars.
I like the fact you park in the village and people can come and talk with you
I particularly like the bike patrols...easier access to the many lane ways in Oak Bay which helps to
make me feel safe knowing that all areas of the municipality are covered.
I see enough evidence of a police presence in the Municipality generally to feel comfortable.
I suspect if I were a police officer anywhere else in Canada, I might now and again find myself
daydreaming of transferring to the Oak Bay Department.
I think cars speeding with distracted drivers on Landsdowne, Upper Terrace, Cadbora Bay, Foul Bay,
Bowker, Estevan, Musgrave, Nottingham, Dorset, Thompson, Beach Drive, Lincoln is a real issue
I think it would be exciting to see them shopping in the shops.
I think OB police would benefit from more visibility in the community by offering free training,
resources, or just information to its constituents. Knowing how busy and paramount day-to-day police
work and responsibilities are however, I wonder if having a citizens or community group/coordinator
that can liaise with police and organize police-led/centred community events would fill that
communication/awareness/advocacy gap. The goal here would be not just for OB police to serve the
public better, but for the public to learn about and respect OB police more and to understand their
civic responsibility to their own community better.
I think overall you are doing a great job at being approachable and personable. The only thing that
bugs me about oak bay is the lack of infrastructure/development and changes for pedestrians and
cyclists, which makes more road enforcement necessary to maintain relatively safe places for our
kids to cycle or walk.
I think that Oak Bay police are what a police force should be . Engaged in our community and
providing the personal and unique service that oak bay has always had. And that little bit of humour
from Chief Ray is always appreciated !
I think they do a very good job. My understanding is the police program in schools is discontinued.
My feeling is they should be re-instated . I feel strongly that if Police can develop a repour with young
people in a relaxed atmosphere , there could be more respect for them and the work they do. Also
some guidance on what prison would be like after a crime is committed.
I very much appreciate that we have our own police force, familiar with the widespread community
here, and the accessibility of officers when needed.
I wonder if there is a way for the police to have more public visibility on the street. Maybe there are
not enough resources but I never see officers except in vehicles.
I would like to see more police on foot in the commercial area on Oak Bay avenue. Although not one
of my areas of prime concern, I would also like to see a clampdown on graffiti/tagging.
I would like to see my pro-active police work in the community. Really, just more presence. We used
to see the Reserves out a lot before, we haven't seen them in a while though this could be because
of Covid. Hopefully, we'll see them out soon. I do appreciate the work being done to enforce speed
restrictions through school zones.
I would like to see the oak bay police continue to participate as a positive part of the community. The
roll of the police is to protect the rights and safety of the community members. I feel like Oak Bay
does this well.
I would like too see the police be a little more proactive in communicating with the public. I am not a
twitter user or social media user and I would suggest more traditional means of communication,
including community forums/townhall meetings, would be of assistance to me. At these events the
Police Chief could present information and then respond to questions.
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I would wish for more visibility, officers walking on the Avenue, on bikes, not always in cars.
I’d like so see public awareness campaigns around safe driving, and a focus on ticketing drivers
distracted by their phones. It’s out of hand.
I’d like to see more active patrolling throughout our neighbourhoods. This is better done with a
vehicle as opposed to bicycles, more ground can be covered and the vehicles have a higher visibility.
Is there an annual executive summary for the OB Police Dept.? This would include, but not limited
to, results of this survey, community stats., accomplishments, pro active initiatives, challenges, trends
It is difficult to comment on the OB Police Force as the officers seem to keep a low profile. I think this
is good and shows that we live in a safe community. I am sure the police arrive quickly if needed.
It would be great to see police out on bikes or just patrolling the neighborhoods for community
wellness and presence
It would be nice for your people to have a new building
I've never experienced anything negative (except very mildly, as mentioned above) with Oak Bay
Police and I appreciate that the job must be even more challenging in the current environment. I hope
that others in different demographics than mine (I'm a middle aged white lady) have had the same
experience. Thanks for all your hard work!
Job well done
Just a big thank you!!!
Just want to say thank you! :)
Keep the baddies out!
No call too small!
Keep up the good work. My lasting impression of the Oak Bay police was their wonderful interaction
with the basketball teams at Oak Bay High. Reaching out to youth and engaging with them breeds a
level of trust that holds them in good stead for years to come. Possibly avoiding their participation in
crime later on.
Keep up the amazing work you do. We are incredibly lucky to have each and every one of you. When
I was principal of GNS I had occasion to interact with a number of officers and without exception they
were professional, caring, kind and very helpful.
Keep up the awesome job, and thank you for being there for us and our community.
Keep up the good work
Keep up the good work and the communication. It's very much appreciated 👍
Keep up the good work!
Keep up the good work! Sorry to hear that the Chief is retiring, but it is well-deserved!
Keep up the good work.
Keep up the good work.
Keep up the good work.
Keep up the good work. If I never need you, your doing a great job.
Keep up the great work!
Keep up the great work! Don’t amalgamate with other municipalities. I love the great service. It
makes for a better and safer community! Thank you!
Like how involved officers are in the community, such as Oak Bay Car show. Always seem friendly
and willing to talk to people, unlike some officers in other communities.
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Live on border of Oak Bay so recreate in OB a lot, often with baby. Always feel safe.
Love seeing them patrolling the Streets, especially the more major thoroughfares and the streets
running off them. This is a practice that should continue, especially at night. Would also like a
thorough weekly update on crime in the community (calls for police) published in the Oak Bay news.
OB city council should ensure it adequately funds our police to ensure it continues to be a safe
community. Would be happy to serve on the police Board, if possible. Thank you for the opportunity
to comment.
Make people trust police not make people do exactly what they say. Police officers already have the
right to kill me, don’t need officers who get off on a power trip
Mentally unstable people causing ruckus in oak bay village
Mention Block Watch on Social Media - encourage residents to join or start their own Chapter
More crime stats with more sentencing results after charges laid.
More friendly community involvement may be helpful At the Oak Bay Car Show last year I saw
police walking the beat but really no engagement and I thought that was an easy opportunity to build
relationships
More priority on road safety - including bike traffic
More road checks and enforcement of school zone speed limits would be helpful
More traffic control needed on Musgrave street across from Willows daily for speed infractions
My old dog wandered away a few years ago. As I was calling her around Cattle Point an officer there
asked if he could assist. Called around got me the off hours number for pound and asked me to let
him know when I found her. Small personal matter but I remember both his kindness and efficient
help.
Nice to see them walking in neighborhood at times
No but I appreciate the survey!
No other than I am pro amalgamation
No thanks.
No, but thanks for the opportunity.
No, just keep up the GREAT work 👍👍
No.
No. Thank-you for what you do.
No. See above on fiscal responsibility
None
None
Nope
Nope, except I like seeing our police out and about chatting and engaging in the village. Friendly
faces with an eye to the communities welfare are much appreciated.
Not right now.
Nothing comes to mind at this time
Oak Bay Police Department is doing a fabulous job - thank you.
Oak Bay police need to be far far more proactive with community engagement. Patrolling the streets
on foot and by bicycle. Get out of their BIG BLACK MENACING PATROL CARS .. smile wave and
engage with the locals! Please ..
Over the past few years. I don't feel as connected to some of the newer members and am disturbed
to see so much turnover; losing some top notch members
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Overall good. Just traffic enforcing seems to be the priority. Should be b&e, community visibility. Like
the school zone enforcement though, one traffic enforcement that is very good.
Overall I think we have good people in our police force and they are all dedicated professionals. I am
concerned that the new dispatch system is not local. I like the fact that there is follow up and that the
police inform us after a situation has been resolved as to what occurred. I would like to see our
police auxiliary expanded as I think it is important that we have more than backup personnel in case
of an emergency.
Perhaps some educational sessions or brochures could be prepared to help inform residents about
ways we can improve our own safety, from a policing perspective. We are happy and willing to do
more to help! E.g. block watch, alarm systems, porch lights, walking with reflectors, etc.
Please keep an eye on the homes and cars for theft.
Please keep up the good work. you are a police force that deserves to be looked up for the job you
do. Thank you.
Please keep up,the good work and please do not listen to fringe elements
Please make the penalty for speeding (like 70 in a 40 zone, or worse) more than just impounded car
for a few days and a couple hundred dollar fine. I don't feel as though the consequences are
discouraging enough, considering how many people are still committing the crime and how innocent
bystanders or other drivers can be seriously injured or killed.
Please pick a new chief that believes in high community visibility and engagement
Please police speeders more aggressively.
Please work to solve to solutions with mental health…. Jail doesn’t work, maybe it is time to open
EMI again….
Protecting pedal bikes from bad drivers is important. Noise pollution is getting worse from cars and
other sources and I think should be policed more. More speed, traffic signal enforcement and safety
is meeded
Proud of you all and very grateful.
Ray Bernoties should stay on as Chief.
Road safety is a big problem but not taken seriously as a community. Needs to be addressed
proactively by the Police to set an example to the community at large.
Road safety is the number one issue. There is way too much distracted and clueless driving in Oak
Bay, way too many elderly folks who need access to alternate transportation so they don't have to
risk my kids' safety to get to the grocery store. We need protected and separated bike lanes
connecting to Victoria's infrastructure. We need proactive traffic enforcement, not just speed but
clueless driving (rolling stops, red light running, not "seeing" pedestrians and cyclists). I do feel safe
in Oak Bay but not on my bike, and if that changed my feeling of safety would increase to basically
100%.
shameful you take a knee at BLM and antifia but you beat and stomp on truckers in Ottawa. One
loves Canada and backs the blue- the other are criminals and burn and loot ask to defend the
police...Great shame to all police dept
Should be fully amalgamated into a regional force like Saanich
Stay in touch with residents - foot patrols on the Avenue.
Stop the dangerous driving, and not just your favourite hotspots. We should expect to see you
anywhere and everywhere. The 3100-3200 block of Henderson for example. And please get the
drinks of the road.
Strong support for integrating municipal police services....seems ridiculous not to do that
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Substance use education should not be provided by police. Mental health related calls should be
attended by a mental health professional and with police is there also is a safety issue.
Police should have training in Indigenous cultural safety and humility and anti-racism.
Teach more pedestrian and cycling safety. All accidents with cars aren't the fault of the driver.
Unless they're elderly, in which case it often is.
Thank you
Thank you
Thank you Chief Bernoties for your service and your sense of humour and the work you have done to
put a human face on policing
Thank you for all you do
Thank you for all you do!
thank you for being kind :>)
Thank you for doing such great work!
Thank you for everything you do. Please do whatever it takes to continue to make our community the
safe, wonderful, beautiful community we call home.
Thank you for the work that you do to keep us all safe! Please make sure to provide your staff with
plenty of mental health supports and training opportunities!
Thank you for the work you're doing.
I'd like very much for my family to feel comfortable allowing my 7 y/o to walk to town and school by
her self (when she's ready, she's close) and I think our approach to managing automobile drivers is
key to unlocking that.
thank you,
Carl C-M
Thank you for your good work and for offering this survey.
Thank you for your service
Thank you for your service in our community.
Thank you for your service, glad to see you out and about!
Thank you. You are heroes everyday.
Thanks for all you do for the residents of our area!
Thanks for being good people doing the important work!
Thanks for randomly checking in my daughter when she walks to work at Save-on Foods at 4:30 AM.
Though it makes her nervous as if she should be concerned, I appreciate you being out there
watching
Thanks for the opportunity to comment.
Thanks for your hard work
Thanks to the Oak Bay Police!
Thanks very much
The intersection of Windsor and Newport has many near accidents and a lot of speeding. I also note
loud speeding cars along Beach Drive near the Marina between about 11:15 pm and after midnight,
can you do some speed traps?
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The oAk Bay police officers are friendly and engaging. They may not be the busiest police
department in the region but it does appear that they make use of their time in proactive engagement
with the community.
The OBPD twitter is an excellent tool for outreach. The older, more personal style was great for
putting a face to OBPD.
The pubs in oak bay should be monitored for impaired driving
The School Liaison program is fantastic. The officers make a very positive connection with youth.
Please maintain this! Would love to see some more community presentations for parents.
The school zone in front of Oak Bay is ignored by many drivers and the cars that drive through the
crosswalk while students are crossing with the lights activated is terrifying. I would love to see this
area monitored regularly. I live right across the street from OBHS and see this daily.
There seems no end to the list of complaints the citizens of this country make about the police, and
others working in public service.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the police men and women who work for the betterment
of all communities, including the this one. You do a good job and I thank you for the opportunity for
input and to say THANKS
These are not easy times and I appreciate that. Please keep up your hard work and a good attitude.
With housing as an issue people are having to stay in their homes whether it is a healthy space or
not. COVID, fraudulent telephone calls, cybercrime and our general state of society is worsening and
impacting on people. This means more mental health issues and more frustrated/tired people as you
know. I hope the police force can take this into account in its proactive work. Thank you.
They are amazing and do a great job! Please do not amalgamate and water down your amazing
service!
They are doing a good job.
They helped me when I had a heart attack and I appreciate that.
Over the decades I have been here they have followed up on a couple of complaints I made.
The twitter account of the Chief of Police was disgusting. He clearly considers some people to be filth
- not people with mental health challenges who need help.
They seem short staffed
They seem to respond quickly to issues that are called in
They should keep the vagrants moving off the sidewalk benches as they sit there for 10 hours a day
smoking and drinking alcohol
This might be off topic but I like the police car colours. They are friendlier than the VicPD ones which
always give me pause.
This should be addressed. At numerous intersections within Oak Bay there are stop signs posted. i
have witnessed many vehicles, including a police car, and bikes slowing down while checking for
oncoming traffic/pedestrians approaching. Then drivers proceed through intersection if safe to do so.
Very few drivers actually come to an actual stop before proceeding. All types of Municipal trucks etc
follow this procedure. I know the traffic rule is black and white but feel a first offence should carry a
warning by the officer, not an immediate fine.
To be truly effective policing must be on behalf of and with the cooperation of the community. The
fewer residents on the outside of this community the better for all
To Oak Bay police: thank you for doing such a great job!
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APPENDIX I

Q22 11 - Do you have any other comments
regarding policing in Oak Bay

Too much on street parking - do we still have bylaws. Sorry, this isn't your responsibility.
Traffic/driver behaviour in the Village is worrisome between 9am and 4pm.
Treat people with respect when they stop them and trying to help them because this is why they stop
people to make everyone feel safe and not treat them like they own the place because of their power
in their hand.
Try to be more visible and approachable. Start with a friendly demeanour. Watching a police office
driving around with a scowl doesn’t give me confidence in the communities safety - having a chance
to say “hi” would. Also, be very aware of mental health challenges and impacts as you approach a
situation.
Use joint task forces or shared services but do not amalgamate. Encourage officers to live local or
find other ways to promote their feelings of "belonging" to Oak Bay.
Very approachable
Very good police force. Keep it up…we value all you do for us.
Watching them interact with kids on a school bike ride was upsetting. They were yelling at the kids.
We appreciate you!!! We hear about the stats on dangers of drugs, sexual assault and trafficking for
our children (within our own school district) and it would be great to know how we as a community
can support the Oak Bay Police Department in tackling these issues!
We appreciate you. If there is more information about the death of Jeremy Gordineer in Rocklands,
we would appreciate. He is sorely missed.
We do understand the complexities, stressors and daily restraints that challenge you. I’m sure you’re
familiar with the term ‘you can’t cure stupid’. But with a big dose of humour, we all have to try. You
are so appreciated and thank you 👍
We have a wonderful police force. Would be nice to be able to meet&greet once in a while.
We need a regional police service.
Where are your officers most of the time? Hardly ever see you in our community.
While I have suggested that the OB police should have less time on road safety it is not that it is
unimportant. I believe that this aspect should be operated by a non police group. The police should
be spending time on matters or our security and safety and not handing out tickets. This should be
done by someone who does not need all the training that police need.
While it is great to do surveys, don't be a slave to the results. I expect the police to bring a balanced
perspective to law enforcement...some in this community would have a police officer on every corner
and a radar unit of every street...that is unaffordable but, more importantly, it is completely
unnecessary no matter how convinced some are that it is true. If public perception about crime is not
accurate then educate people to that effect...note that the categories in the survey in themselves
serve to suggest these ARE problems in our community. If they are not consequential in magnitude
then don't let people believe they are.
While the OB police are responsive and quick to help, I think their presence should be greater. That
could include more walking or riding through the neighbourhoods. Stopping to talk to neighbour
citizens etc.
Would be nice to know what we are to do in emergency, ie. earthquake. We have no response plan.
Neighbours need to know where we should go.
Would like to see more foot patrols in the village. The PC parked in front of City Hall has been
effective, but not present for the past while. Bicycle officers should be more proactive to enforce the
MVA and Oak Bay by-laws ie. cyclists infractions, vehicles with no front plate, long term non-resident
parking, U-turns in the village.
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APPENDIX I

Q22 11 - Do you have any other comments
regarding policing in Oak Bay

Yes I think we need more patrol at night. I live across the street from Windsor Park and there’s a lot
of shenanigans in the park at night and I know there’s a lot of shenanigans on the beach
Yes. Don’t amalgamate. Fight amalgamation until it is forced by the province. There is no benefit to
Oak Bay. Victoria made their bed with their open arms to anyone who shows up with a sleeping bag
and tent policy and now they can police it on their own.
Yes. Please stop bad people coming from Victoria at night to rob homes and cars in Oak Bay. I think
you need to be patrolling at night. Thank you for everything you do.
You have a peaceful, beautiful community. What a perfect place to pilot new, proactive, inclusive
models.
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Oak Bay Police Department
1703 Monterey Ave, Victoria, B.C., V8R5V6 Ph (250) 592-2424 Fax (250) 592-9988

ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT

Reporting Period: February 2022
# new

#ongoing

YTD

Not
accepted*

Unsub.

Substantiated

OPCC
Complaints
0

2

1

IIO
Notifications

0

0

0

Harassment
incidents

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Respectful
Workplace
incidents
Use of Force
Reports

*Not accepted by OPCC and/or IIO
Mark Fisher
Deputy Chief Constable

0

0

0

File numbers
OPCC 21-19281 (Monitor -Concluded)
OPCC 21-19911 (Monitor -Concluded)
OPCC 21-20712 (Ongoing)
OPCC 22-21247 (Assessment Stage)
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Paula Kully
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

BCA Police Boards <bcapbs@gmail.com>
Tuesday, March 1, 2022 1:29 PM
BCA Police Boards
BC Association of Police Boards 2022 Conference & AGM - May 26 and 27, 2022 - SAVE THE DATE!

Notice: This email came from an external source. Use caution if this message is unexpected or the sender is not known to you.

**Police Board Assistants: Please distribute the 2022 BCAPB Conference and AGM announcement to your police board
members and police executives on our behalf. Thank you.**
We are excited to announce that our Conference/AGM will proceed this year, in person, for 2 days!
The Surrey Police Board has graciously agreed to host the 2022 BCAPB Conference & AGM.
Where? Civic Hotel, Surrey, BC
When? May 26 and 27, 2022
Who should attend? Police board members, police executives and community representatives from throughout the
province.
A full package of information including registration, travel and lodging information will be forwarded to you in the near
future. If you have any questions please contact:
Veronica Bandet, BC Association of Police Boards Executive Assistant

bcapbs@gmail.com
250.216.1205
Veronica Bandet
BCAPB

1
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Paula Kully
To:
Subject:

Mayor Kevin Murdoch
RE: BCAPB 2022 Conference & AGM - Sponsorship Request

From: BCA Police Boards <bcapbs@gmail.com>
Sent: March 2, 2022 2:59 PM
To: Paula Kully (Oak Bay Board Assistant) <pkully@oakbaypolice.org>
Cc: Mayor Kevin Murdoch <mayor@oakbay.ca>
Subject: BCAPB 2022 Conference & AGM ‐ Sponsorship Request
Sending on Behalf of Charla Huber
Mayor Kevin Murdoch
Chair, Oak Bay Police Board
c/o Ms. Paula Kully via email
Dear Mayor Murdoch:
Re: Sponsorship Request – 2022 BCAPB Annual General Meeting and Conference
The BC Association of Police Boards would like to invite you to sponsor our 2022 Conference and AGM. The 2022
Conference theme is “Reconnection”. It is being hosted by the Surrey Police Board and will take place at the Civic Hotel,
Surrey, BC, on May 26 and 27, 2022. There will be opportunities to interact in joint dialogue and information-sharing
sessions.
The opportunities for sponsorships range from a coffee break at $475 each, a breakfast at $550, a lunch at $700, and a
welcoming reception at $900.
In every case, sponsors will be acknowledged in the conference program. However, if you prefer to make a generic
contribution in any amount we will be pleased to allocate your funding according to need, again with acknowledgment.
If your board is able to assist in this manner, cheques should be made payable to the BC Association of Police Boards
and forwarded to Veronica Bandet, BCAPB, 1127 Fort Street, Victoria BC V8V 3K9.
Thank you for your consideration. We look forward to hearing from you at your convenience and if we can provide further
information please contact me at 250-686-7592 or Veronica Bandet, Administrative Assistant at 250-216-1205.
Charla Huber
President
BC Association of Police Boards

1
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OAK BAY POLICE DEPARTMENT
Monthly Overtime Report
Month of: February 2022
* Note: hours are actual hours worked

Overtime Type
Court
COVID-19 Related
Investigation
Meetings
Shift Coverage
Sick Relief
Special Duty
Training
TOTAL

Hours
Worked
26.00
14.50
15.00
45.00
3.50
20.00
124.00

Paid Out

12.00
5.0
9.0
21.0
8.0
55.00

Banked

14.0
9.5
6.0
24.0
3.5
12.0
69.00

Year to Date
Worked
34.50
18.5
35.0
63.5
3.5
20.0
175.00

Recoverable OT worked
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Community Policing Since 1906

Message From the Chief
After five years with
OBPD, I have decided
that it is time for me to
retire. I'll be wrapping
up almost 31 years of
policing this summer
and I wanted to take
this opportunity to
thank all of you for
your support over the
years. When asked
about Oak Bay's low
crime rates, I have
frequently said that
'Oak Bay is like one
giant block watch'.

We have eyes and ears all over our community and
so many people are willing to call us and provide the
info we need. We are the envy of so many other
communities. Whether it is a suspicious person
looking in a shed, a heat wave, or a pandemic, Oak
Bay residents truly recognize the value of knowing
and caring about our neighbours.
It gives me great pleasure to inform you that the next Chief
will be Mark Fisher. Mark was the Chief of Oak Bay PD from
2011 to 2014 before he returned to the RCMP to be the
Officer in Charge of Nanaimo Detachment, then the
Criminal Operations Officer of the Manitoba RCMP and then
the Commanding Officer of the Saskatchewan RCMP. He
returned here two years ago as the Deputy Chief and will
take over as Chief this summer. Mark and I have worked
together for many years including our time together in the
RCMP. He is a tremendous leader and I'm so pleased that
he will be stepping into the role.

Community Policing Since 1906

Here are just a few of the highlights that I feel you
should know about your Police Department:

•

•

This year we purchased the first marked
operational police EV in BC. Our plan is to
continue to replace our fleet with EVs when we
need to replace older vehicles.
We changed our promotion system a few years
ago to eliminate what we believed were barriers
and instead made our process 'merit based'. As
a result 50% of our Sergeants are now female,
whereas in the past, the Department had never
had a female Sergeant.
We implemented a unique Special Municipal
Constable Program which allows us to employ
members (often retired) who only work 'on call'.
This reduced the overtime burden on our
members so they are called in less. This
enhances their wellness and also greatly
reduced our overtime costs. In fact, through this
and other initiatives, we were able to seek an
increase to our budget of only 0.1% for 2022.

It's been such a pleasure to serve Oak Bay. As an
involved parent of kids who go to school in Oak
Bay and with my parents living here as well, I have
felt incredibly connected to our community and
have taken issues of Oak Bay's public safety
personally. As I leave OBPD but remain a resident,
I will do so feeling incredibly grateful that we have
our own responsive, approachable, efficient, and
progressive police department. It's something we
should all take pride in.
Thank you,
Ray Bernoties, Chief of Police
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Did You Know?
It is an offence under section 168 of the Motor
Vehicle Act to make a U-Turn when; on a curve,
approaching or near crest of grade, at an
intersection, where unsafe, where prohibited by a
sign and in a business district.
If you are caught making a U-Turn under the
described circumstances, you will be ticketed and
receive a fine between $109.00 and $121.00
depending on the manner in which the U-Turn was
completed and 2 demerit points on your license.

CONTENTS
Pg 1 - Message From the Chief
Pg 2 - Did You Know?
Pg 3 - Crime in the Neighbourhood
Pg 4 - Common Characteristics of a
Thief
Pg 5 - Emergency Preparedness

A business district is defined in the motor vehicle as:
The territory contiguous to a portion of a highway
having a length of 200 m along which there are
buildings used for business, industrial or public
purposes occupying

Pg 6 - Beware - Scams &Fraud
Pg 7 - In the Community
Pg 8 - Meet Our Members

(a) at least 100 m of frontage on one side of that
portion, or
(b) at least 100 m collectively on both sides of that
portion, and includes that portion of the
highway;

Pg 9 - Wellness Corner

Based on this definition, Oak Bay Avenue constitutes
a business district and U-Turns are not allowed. For
this reason and the risk it brings to pedestrians in the
area U-Turns are strictly enforced.

Community Policing Since 1906
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Oak Bay Block Watch News
Crime in the Neighbourhood
On February 27th, there were three different reports
of personal items being stolen from the Oak Bay
Recreation Center. Two of the thefts occurred from
the female change room. One theft occurred in the
morning, another in the afternoon, and the last at
night. One of the complainants later reported that
there had been fraudulent charges on bank cards that
had been taken. Files are still under investigation
On March 3, Oak Bay Police responded to a Break
and Enter in the 2000 Block of Oak Bay Ave. The
suspect(s) entered the business and stole a number
of items including laptops and merchandise that was
embossed with the company name and logo. Some
items were recovered a short distance away.
On March 3, the Oak Bay Police received a report of
a residential Break and Enter in the 3000 Block of
Cadboro Bay Rd. The complainant returned to find
their residence broken into through a basement
window. The suspect targeted several areas of the
residence and made off with jewelry and other
personal items. This investigation is ongoing.
On March 12, Oak Bay Police received a report of a
break and enter to a residence in the 2000 block of
Goldsmith Street with household electronics stolen. It
is believed a door was left unlocked.
On March 12th, a homeowner on Quimper Street
discovered the back window of their vehicle broken.
No evidence found as to what caused the window to
break, no suspicious persons or witnesses were
located.

Community Policing Since 1906

Reminders
Now that the Recreation Centre is running more
programs, please ensure you lock your belongings in
a locker as there have been some thefts of
unsecured items.
Last summer and fall there were several thefts of
barbeque propane tanks. There has been one
reported theft this year as well. Please ensure
propane tanks are out of sight and perhaps locked up
with a bike lock.
Oak Bay Police Officers responded to several 911
“misdials” this week. A friendly reminder to everyone
if you accidentally call 911 do not hang up. Please
remain on the line and assist the 911 operator with
the details of your misdial. Operators can then advise
police of the circumstance of how the 911 call was
placed and then be available to take the next 911
emergency call. Don’t be alarmed if Oak Bay Police
call you to follow up and request to meet you in
person. Police will do this to confirm there is no
emergency. Between February 14th and March 14th,
Oak Bay had 33 False 911 calls.

Lost & Found
In the last month, there have been 15 items of found
property turned in and 13 files of reports of lost
property. Oak Bay Police receive found cell phones,
wallets and keys and most are able to be returned to
their owners. If you do lose your cell phone, either
have ‘find my phone’ set up, or simply try calling your
cell phone to see if Police answer the call. We do
charge found phones for this purpose.
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COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF A THIEF
Always be conscious not to let preconceived
notions, biases or discriminatory practices enter
your mind when trying to assess if someone's
behaviour is suspicious or not. Remember, it's
never about what that person looks like, but
whether their actions are suspicious or
unexplainable, e.g., Why are they peering over
neighbourhood fences?
As a Block Watch Captain/Co-Captain or
participant, you will want to consider what
common characteristics a property crime
offender has and the behaviours to look out for.
Some examples of property crime would be
Break and Enters, Theft from or Theft of Auto,
Mischief, and various other Thefts (Theft of mail).
So what does a property crime offender look like
and how can you spot one? The most common
characteristics and behaviours of property crime
thieves can include:

•

Hovering, wandering, loitering, lingering,
hiding, meandering, drifting and pacing.
Someone who is about to commit a crime will
generally survey an area before selecting
their target. They will walk back and forth,
look into yards of residences and determine
what doors and windows are accessible and
obscured from view. They may ring the
doorbell to see if anyone is home or sit on
the front porch.

•

Hyper-vigilant body language, such as
shoulder checking to see if they are being
watched. Some property crime offenders will
appear nervous or edgy.

•

Walking or bicycling: the offender will want a
quick means of exit.

•

May imitate someone who collects
recyclables, in an effort to not appear
suspicious.

•

Mini-disguise: baseball cap, bike helmet,
sunglasses, hoody. Anything to hide their
face or distinguishable features.

•

Layered clothing for warmth or easy removal.
They will sometimes strip their jacket or
piece of clothing to change their appearance
after committing a crime.

•

Backpack or bag: An offender will use a bag
to hide tools and stolen property.

•

Expect a weak or implausible excuse for their
presence. For example, "I am looking for a
friend:'

Remember: Any of these on their own may not
mean anything. A property crime offender can be
any age, gender or race and in most cases will
be working alone. However, according to Stats
Canada, those who commit crimes are generally
younger men.

Those committing
property crime will do
their best to blend in
and look natural.
Community Policing Since 1906
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Emergency Preparedness
Beat the Heat
Tips for preparing for a heat wave

From the Oak Bay Emergency Program
Eileen Grant, Manager
Heat dome, atmospheric rivers - the list of new
weather terms is expanding. In 2021, we
experienced our first heat dome and rain and snow
atmospheric rivers. All of which had catastrophic
results for the province.
Fortunately, the greater Victoria area was on the
periphery of all the events, but we experienced
enough to know, we need to be better prepared in
advance. Now, when we talk about kits, we are
adding a new section: grab and go, shelter in place
and seasonal.
We are fast approaching summer. Now is the time to
be thinking about what we need to have in place for
the next heat dome.
Make sure all your cooling devices are clean and in
working order. If you don’t already have one, buy a
safe working fan. Other options are a ceiling fan, a
portable or compatible air conditioner, or a heat
pump.
Check on family and neighbours regularly. And don’t
be embarrassed to ask for help when you need it.
Check out the internet for lots of other ideas on how
to keep yourself cool and safe during high
temperatures.
BE PREPARED, not scared, or find yourself standing
in line facing empty shelves in +30 degree
temperatures.
Remember the Preparedness mantra: know the
risks; have a plan; have your kits; know your
neighbours.
............................
For more information contact:
Oak Bay Emergency Program at:
obep@oakbay.ca
or 250-592-9121
www.oakbay.ca/public-safety/emergency-program
Community Policing Since 1906

•

Use a waterproof sunscreen with a minimum SPF
factor of 30 on sunny and cloudy days. Apply
often especially if you are perspiring profusely or
are in and out of the water.

•

Wear a broad brimmed hat, sunglasses and light,
loose clothing when outside. Use a rain umbrella
for protection from the sun.

•

Drink plenty of water or clear liquids, even when
you don’t feel thirsty.

•

Eat well but light.

•

Cool down by applying cool wet cloths to the
head, face or neck. Mist exposed skin with cool
water.

•

Take breaks in a cool area – under trees, near
the water, under an umbrella, in air-conditioned
buildings or in air-conditioned vehicles.

• Plan any exercise or strenuous activities early in
the morning or late in the afternoon.

•

Learn the signs of heat-related illnesses and
about quick treatments.

• Close blinds and drapes during the day.

•

Remember your pets. Learn how to keep them
cool. Every species has different needs.

•

NEVER leave children, vulnerable people or pets
in a hot enclosed space or vehicle. Even five
minutes can be too long.
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Beware - Scams and Fraud

How to protect yourself from
identity theft
Caller ID is a useful feature, but criminals can
alter the information displayed. Never use only
the displayed information to confirm the identity of
the caller, whether it be an individual, a company
or a government entity.
Be suspicious if an individual ever asks you to
pay taxes or other fees via an email, a call or text
message.
Keep your access codes, user ID, passwords and
PINs secret.
Keep your address current with all government
departments and agencies.
Before supporting any charity, use the CRA
website to find out if the charity is registered. You
should also obtain information on the way it does
business.
Be careful before you click on links in any email
you receive. Some criminals may be using a
technique known as phishing to steal your
personal information when you click on the link.
Protect your Social Insurance Number. Do not
use it as a piece of ID. Never reveal it to anyone
unless you are certain the person asking for it is
legally entitled to that information.
Pay attention to your billing cycle and ask about
any missing account statements or suspicious
transactions.
Shred unwanted documents or store them in a
secure place. Make sure that documents with
your name and SIN are secure.
Immediately report lost or stolen credit or debit
cards.
Carry only the ID you need.
Do not write down any passwords or carry them
with you.
Ask a trusted neighbour to pick up your mail when
you are away or ask the post office to place a
hold on delivery.
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Reported Scams and Frauds
Oab Bay PD has received several calls about
Amazon scams. They are all fraudulent and the end
result is that scammer wants remote access to your
computer. The caller will confuse the victim into
thinking they have paid and then reimbursed too
much money for their membership. They instruct the
victim to to purchase gift cards to repay Amazon.
Unfortunately these scammers are aggressive and
once caught up in the scam, a victim may send
multiple amounts of money via gift cards to the
caller. Many victims react in fear to aggressive
callers.
"Amazon will never ask you
to make a payment outside
of our website and will
never ask you for remote
access to your device."
AMAZON.CA

A resident was the victim of a call from “Border
Patrol” advising that they would be arrested if they
did not send $1,300 in bitcoins to a QR code.
Please ensure you talk to any elderly or young
people in your family and friends to advise them
about scam calls and emails. Many do react quickly,
before coming to their senses, realizing it was a
scam.
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In the Community
Mistaken Identity

Let's Get Visible
Be Bright in Low Light

Sgt Julie Chanin

OBPD was surprised to receive 6 boxes of dental
bibs. The Ontario based company, who sent them in
error, didn't want them returned so Sgt Chanin
found the perfect place for them. She delivered
them to the Cool Aid Dental Clinic.

School Liaison, Cst. Natalie Mishrigi, is working
with ICBC to promote pedestrian visibility through
presentations and activities at UVic and Oak Bay
schools. The program "Let's Get Visible" provides
reflective strips to students.
L to R: Mayor Kevin Murdoch, Oak Bay News editor Christine
van Reeuwyk, Sgt Manny Montero, Cst. Kirstin Stuart, Sgt
Sandrine Perry, Sgt Julie Chanin and Special Olympics BC
athlete & spokesperson Sheenagh Morrison and one of her
team-mates.

This past month our school liaison officer, Cst.
Mishrigi was busy taking part in multiple school
meetings including one with a teacher to prepare a
presentation for upcoming grade 12 students.

The Oak Bay Police Department's Polar Plunge team
"Freez'n 4 a Reaz'n" took the plunge on March 4 at
Willows Beach to raise funds for Special Olympics.
To date, the team has exceeded their fund raising of
goal of $5,000 and has raised $5,215! To donate go
to specialolympics.ca - donate - and search Oak Bay
Police.

Cst. Mishrigi is also part of a national working
group called the Canadian Police for Youth
Network (Twitter: @CanPolice4Youth). The group
holds regular meetings on-line and discusses
initiatives and ideas on how to best serve the
kids/youths of their designated jurisdictions.

Community Policing Since 1906
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Meet our Members

Jason Jewkes
Cst. Jason Jewkes joined
Oak Bay PD in June 2021
as a Special Municipal
Constable. He became a
full-time member in July of
2021 and will become one
of two new Sergeants on
April 1.

Kirstin Stuart
Cst. Kirstin Stuart joined
Oak Bay PD in January of
2020. She will become one
of two new Sergeants on
April 1 and will be the 3rd
female Sgt on the team.

Manuel Montero
Sgt Manuel (Manny)
Montero joined Oak Bay
PD in September of 2017.
Manny will assume the role
of Support Services Sgt in
April.

Reserve Constables
Oak Bay Reserve Constables are volunteers. They provide support to the regular police members and
provide service in the community policing programs and activities. Reserves are expected to participate in
crime prevention and community policing initiatives such as Speed Watch, Block Watch, Cell Watch, home
and business security evaluations and a host of others. You will see members of our Reserve Program at
every event in Oak Bay. The minimum commitment expected is 120 hours per year for each Reserve
Constable.

Sarah White joined Oak Bay Police as a Reserve Constable
in February 2020. She comes from 20 years in the hospitality
background. Sarah is currently a bus driver with BC Transit.
She has lived most of her life on the South Island.
When she is not busy with the community, Sarah is usually
found exploring our beautiful backcountry or on the water
during Dragon Boat season. She has a huge passion for
photography and when she can, loves reading books.
Community Policing Since 1906
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Wellness Corner

Twelve Tips for Wellness
With summer right around the corner, life can become much busier as we try to pack in more activities
such as travel, sports, gardening, taking part in events, and much more. Adding to an already busy
schedule can leave us feeling stressed and tired. Here are 12 tips to keep you grounded this season.

SLOW
bOW~
Et\'lOV
lif~

BE
PO~iTiVE
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Oak Bay Police Department
1703 Monterey Ave, Victoria, B.C., V8R5V6 Ph (250) 592-2424 Fax (250)592-9988

March 1, 2022

Ms. Lucie Vallieres
Senior Program Manager
Policing and Security Branch
Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General

In response to the request of January 21, 2022, I am providing the requested annual
reporting on new major case investigations that were initiated in calendar year 2021.
In calendar year 2021, our department only had two investigations that met the
criteria of BCPPS 5.2 .1(1) and 5.2.1(2). In both of those instances the Saanich
Police Department Detective Division assumed conduct of the investigation at our
request as per the provisions of our service agreement which includes major crime
investigation services .
The two applicable files are:
2021-1209

Possession of Child Pornography

This file involved a prominent Oak Bay resident and was a complicated investigation
that required multiple investigative techniques and judicial authorizations. This file is
now concluded.
2021-3153

Virtual Kidnapping This file is now concluded.

If you require any additional information, please contact me directly at 250-220-8890.

~ /
~r
Deputy Chief Constable
Oak Bay Police Department
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Paula Kully
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Kuznetsov, Artem PSSG:EX <Artem.Kuznetsov@gov.bc.ca>
Tuesday, March 1, 2022 5:51 PM
donna.macey@abbypd.ca; BCA Police Boards; Gummer, Emmalee; jpadda@deltapolice.ca; Shiloh
Perkins; Heather CORBETT; 'Melissa Granum'; 'Barton, Taryn'; Board Secretary; Rhonda Doig; Paula
Kully; JOHANSSEN, Stephanie (Police Board); Jaclyn Addison; Collette.Thomson@vicpd.ca
Jenna Lightbody
Survey at a glance by Watson Advisors Inc.

Good Evening,
Fyi, all active police board members in BC just received an email from Watson Advisors Inc. with results of a survey that
was conducted in December 2022. The results are summarized in a document that you can access by clicking on the link
below. I encourage you to review this document (its only 4 pages with some sweet illustrations!) and check that your
board directors are in receipt as well and its not sitting in their junk/spam folders.
As you may know, Watson Advisors Inc. are working full tilt with our Branch on developing a comprehensive police
board governance training program. This work is drawing attention from our colleagues from around Canada and we’re
excited to launch the training later this year. The team at Watson are going above and beyond in collaborating with
members of your boards to ensure that the final curriculum meets their training needs and supports their roles and
responsibilities. The summary below outlines the next steps in this very exciting work.
Thank you and hope you’re all doing well!

____________________________________
Artem Kuznetsov
Police Governance Unit,
Policing and Security Branch,
Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General
Cell: 250.217.2935

@
BRmSH
CoLUMBIA

Ministry of
Public Safoty and
Sol icitor General

From: WATSON Advisors Inc <letwatsonhelpyou@watsoninc.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, March 1, 2022 5:07 PM
To: Kuznetsov, Artem PSSG:EX <Artem.Kuznetsov@gov.bc.ca>
Subject: The Results Are In! WATSON’s Police Board Governance Survey @ A Glance
[EXTERNAL] This email came from an external source. Only open attachments or links that you
are expecting from a known sender.

1
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Hello from the WATSON team,
In December 2021, we asked you to complete a survey about your experience serving on a
BC Municipal Police Board. Your insights are an invaluable resource to WATSON’s project
team as we develop the Police Board Governance Training Program, and we thank you for
taking the time to share.
We collected pages and pages of insights, quotes, and examples from that survey and
several interviews, that will be instrumental in ensuring the courses address the unique
nuances BC police boards face. Today we would like to share a snapshot of what we heard
with our Survey @ A Glance (S@AG).
So, what’s next? Our online Governance Primer will be launching this spring. This selfdirected online Primer is an introduction to key principles of governance, including the legal
framework and foundations of BC Municipal Police Boards. It should take you approximately
2 hours to complete and can be done at your own pace.
The Primer is a pre-requisite for the soon be launched Foundations 101 course. The course,
facilitated by WATSON governance experts, will deliver practical tools and clear guidance to
navigate the issues that are impacting your boards today (read the S@AG to see which
issues ranked in the top 5). We’re using your feedback to design training that is tailored
specifically for you. For example, 25% of survey respondents said their board never talks
about board evaluation, and another 14% said their board talks about it, but never get around
to doing it. In Foundations 101, we’ll discuss how you can use board evaluations and other
board stewardship practices to help individual board members maximize their contribution.
We’re grateful for your participation and excited to share more about the program soon.
Never hesitate to reach out if you have any questions or have something you want to share.
- The WATSON Team

Download the
S@AG
l_
_.l

Download the S@AG

WATSON™
Governance Academy
Sent to:
Unsubscribe
WATSON Advisors Inc, 2415 - #200 Columbia Street, Vancouver, BC V5Y3E7, Canada
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Survey

Police Board Governance Training

@ a Glance

We invited police board members to complete a survey, and interviewed past and current board members and staff to
gain insights into their experience, knowledge and skills as it relates to their work providing civilian oversight for
municipal police boards and designated policing units. The feedback, insights and stories shared will feed into the
education we develop, helping us to focus on the most pressing topics and challenging issues BC police boards are
facing today. This is a preview of what we heard.

Participation

2% 7%
9%

Every board contributed

unknown

staff

“

staff

12 municipal police boards

It’s good to
have experience
on the Board, plus
newer members for
their enthusiasm
and energy.

Transit police board

chairs

chair

Survey
Respondents

Stl’atl’imx tribal police board

board member

82%

”

board members

Police Board Tenure & Committee Involvement
1% FOI
9%

23%

Tenure of police board members

Audit &
Finance

<1
1

Years

2

23%

3

HR

4

Service & Policy
Complaint

13%
Other

Committees
Members
Serve On

• communications
• diversity
• community outreach
• organizational culture
• combined committees
(finance/risk, governance/policy)

5
6

32%

>6

1. 84
2, 86
3. 58
4. 97
5. 95
6. 61
7. 66
8. 71
9. 67
10. 7
11. 7
12. 6
13. 7
14. 7
15. 5

Governance

Board Member Experience Is Rich And Diverse

30%
have served as
chair or vice chair

25

total number of
boards one member
has served on

17%

Assoc.

29%

YEARS

longest board
experience

Not-for-profit

have served
on other boards

have over 20 years of
board experience

Public

80%

48

25%

33%

Top 3 Sectors

of other boards they have served on
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Top Issues Ranked by Impact on Board Performance

1

3

2

The line
between board
oversight vs.
operations

Board’s relationship
with/understanding of
stakeholders’ roles

5

4

Board’s relationship
with Municipal
Council

Dual role of
Mayor as Chair

Board renewal —
getting new members
with competencies
to enhance board
performance

Governance Skills & Knowledge, Expertise and Confidence*
We asked board members to rate their own skills & knowledge, expertise, and confidence in the 4
key areas of police board oversight.

The Board provides
financial oversight for
the police service.

Two-thirds feel all board members
contribute equally...

35%

62%
agree

We asked board members to rate the clarity of roles on their boards.

82%

Chair

56%
†

adjusted for boards with vice chairs
0
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20

40

Confidence

Experience

Skills &
Knowledge

63%
54%
44%

We act as the authority
for service and policy
complaints.

...and approximately 75% feel their Board
focuses on the right things at the right time, but
only 50% feel the work is at the right level

disagree

†

Confidence

We establish policies
that set the direction for
the police department.

Clarity of Roles & Responsibilities

Vice Chair

71%

Experience

63%

Skills &
Knowledge

Skills &
Knowledge

The Board is the employer of
all sworn and civilian members of the police service.

85%

81%
66%

Confidence

73%

Experience

78%

Confidence

Experience

71%

Skills &
Knowledge

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

93%

60

80

“

There needs to be a lot more
clarity around the role of some of
[the external] stakeholders and
their accountabilities - how we
work together, our impacts on
each other and how we work
together towards public safety.

100

*Throughout this report, percentage results represent the percentage of participants who responded agree
or strongly agree to each statement, unless otherwise indicated.

”
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Evaluations

Oversight
98%

Top 3 types of evaluation

There is a high degree of
understanding of the board’s role,
Chief Constable’s accountability, and
board members’ personal skills and
knowledge to contribute to effective
oversight.

1.

Self

2.

Peer

3.

25%

However, the line between
governance and operations ranked as
the top issue boards struggle with.

never
talk about board
evaluations

Board

14%

talk about it,
but never get
around to it

Clarity on Chief
Constable’s accountability
for operational decisions
and processes

Insights on the Chief Constable

97%

say their board has a productive
relationship with the Chief Constable

33% DO NOT

have a succession plan
in place for the Chief Constable

CHAIR

Mayor as Chair

4 out of 10 survey respondents say their board struggles with the Mayor as chair
dynamic and/or ignores board policies to minimize the inherent conflict of interest.

MAYOR

Materials
Agenda

89%

say the agendas
are very useful

Committee
Reports

1/3

feel committee
reports are only
somewhat useful

Forward
Calendar

27%

are unaware of
or don’t have
forward calendars

Chief Constable
Reports

66%

find Chief
Constable reports
very helpful

Board
Manual

50%

find board manuals
somewhat useful
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What Survey Participants Are Looking Forward To

Best practices and
real life examples of
how boards have dealt
with issues in BC

Learning from
governance experts

Hearing from
peers

Exploring
issues through
case studies

Questions Raised in the Survey

“

What goes into in camera meetings and what
can occur outside of formal board meetings?

Final Words

I think it's important to ensure police board
members have a greater understanding about
the broader impact of board
and department decisions,
public expectations
and that policing has no borders.

How do you optimize the role of the vice chair?

Police governance is complex due to the
multiple layers of stakeholders, regulatory
bodies and media involvement.

What’s Next?

Education for board members should be
mandatory.

Now that the surveys and interviews are
complete, what’s next? The WATSON Academy
team is using the feedback to inform the customization of
police board governance training.

”

“

What is the board’s involvement in the
development of policy? How can we be
most effective when we will always have
less information than the department about
the specifics of policing?

Governance is the cornerstone of an
effective board.

It may not be a sexy topic but without
strong governance and a clear
understanding of roles of the Board vs.
operational items from the police service,
problems will arise down the road.

”

We are launching our online Primer in spring 2022.
The Primer is an introduction to key principles of governance
including the legal framework and foundations of
BC Municipal Police Boards.
Police board members will receive more information
on how to register in the coming months.
Bring your issues to the classroom.
Bring solutions back to the boardroom.
Questions or more information to share?
Email us at academy@watsoninc.ca
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